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PREFACE

This workshop series, consisting of four two-hour sessions,

is designed to provide basic- information to parents on how to help

their child listen and talk better. While this workshop was

originally developed for patents of young children with middle ear

problems, the information and'ideas presented should be of benefit

to any parents with young children in the process of Acquiring

. language.

This product was developed through Preschool C.H.I.L.D., a

federally funded project within the Toledo Public School System.-

Support for this project came, in part; from an HCEEP Grant

(#G008000197) of the .US.O.E. The Contents of this product;

however, does not necessarily reflect the position of policy

of the U.S. Office of Education, and no official endorsement of

these materials should be inferred.
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GUIDE

to

PARENT WORKSHOP SERIES-

on

:LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

TITLE: Help Your Child to Listen and Talk Better

PURPOSE: Provide basic information on haw hearing and talking go

together and offer practical suggestions on haW to foster

listening and language skills in young children.

TARGRT
AUDIENCE: Parents of young children with suspected or identified

language and/or hearing defiCits.

RATIONALE: Parents play the key role in the growth and development
of their child. This is especially true in terms of

language development. To be effective in nurturing the
language development of their child, parents need a
basic understanding of the relation-Ship between hearing

and talking.

Because of the frequency and serious implications of
middle ear infection in young children, parents also
need to be aware of the nature of otitis media and how

to provide effective intervention for this condition.

FORMAT: Informational sessions of two hours offered once a week
for a period of four weeks-. Such a series may then be

repeated several times throughout the year. While regular
sequential attendance is preferred, repeating the series
allows a parent who may need to miss one or two of the
scheduled sessions the opportunity to participate at' some
other time during the year. Some parents may also feel

it helpful to repeat the entire series or just one or two

particular sessions.

PREPARATION
PROCEDURES:

1. Determine and make arrangements for appropriate time
and place for meetings.

Things 'to keep in mind include:

- convenient time of day

Some parents, because of daily work schedules,

prefer fining meetings; others may prefer to be

home in'' the evening and would thus find morning

or afternoon sessions more convenient. ;
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Perhaps_ offering one series in the morning or after.
,noon_and the next series of meetings in the evening
would serve to accommodate more parents.

- convenient time of year

Times to avoid would perhaps include the period
immediately preceding Christmas, known bad weather
seasons; and late in the school year when interest
may be waning;

- comfortable setting

A warm informal setting that allows for group
interaction is preferable to a classroom-type
environment.

2. Contact resource people (audiologist, speech/language
therapist, etc.) to serve as presenters for different
sessions.

3. Secure necessary equipment and materials. Such
equipment may include overhead projector, slide
projector, video tape recorder, screens, etc.

Materials that may be used include such things as
pocket folders (for agendas,_hand-outs, notes,_etc.)
pencils, and appropriate hand -outs (see list of
forMs, p.3a)

4. Inform parents of the meetings.

There are a variety of ways to advertise these meetinl
Using a combination of options usually produces better
results than limiting promotion to just one mode.

Different options include:

- flyers/brochures sent home-with the children or
mailed; (Bulk mailing may be considered as one
way to keep expenses at a minimum.) (see sample
flyers, Forms & B-3)

- notice printed in a Parent Newsletter

- notice posted on strategic bulletin boards

C,
personal phone calls to parents

- enrolling parents in the class at the time of child-
intake into the program

- notice in the local newspaper

- word-of-mouth through staff members, volunteer
parents, and parents who have already participated
in such_sessions. _(Word-of-mouth_iS' probably the
most effective method of advertising.)

u la



FACILITATING
FACTORS:

-3-

1. Car pools may :encourageiregular attendance. A specif!

number to call for car pool information could be poste
with the meeting announcement; One person on the
staff or a volunteer could serve as car pool coordinal

2. Baby-sitting arrangements during the time-of the meet
ings is another important consideration that will
free more parents to attend the sessions. 'Junior
high or high school students from a nearby school or
volunteers could possibly provide such baby-sitting.

3. Coffee, or coffee and cookies, helps to get a meeting
off to a good start. This puts parents at ease and
facilitates their participation at question and
discussion times.

4. Name tags and introductions for presenters and parti-
cipants help in getting people acquainted. This also
facilitates participation at discussion and question
times. Name tags for the young children also help
the sitters' relate more readily to them.

5. Clearly. indicating "Free" on meeting announcements
about the workshop series and accompanying babysittin
services will perhaps invite more people to take
notice.

6. Using the names and titles of presenters for the
program may be more effective than just listing
topics to be addressed.
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LIST OF FORMS*

PREWORKSHOP FLYERS

Form A Sample Flyer - All Sessions
Form B=1 Sample Flyer - Session II
Form B=2 Sample Flyer - Session III
Form B-3 Sample Flyer - Session IV

SESSION I HOW YOUR CHILD LEARNS TO TALK

Form C
Form D
Form E -1

Form E -2
Form F
Form C
Form H-1
Form H-2

SESSION II

Form I
Form J-1
Form J-2
Form K

SESSION III

Form L-1
Form L -2

Form M
Form N
Form 0
Form P
Form Q
Form R
Form S
Form T

SESSION IV

Form U
Form V
Form W
Form X -1

Form X-2

*These forms

Sample Interview Technique
Ideas From Parents
Stages In Language Development
Stages In Language Development
Language Development Chart
Normal Language Samples
Matching Game
Matching Game Answer Sheet

HOW HEARING AND TALKING GO TOGETHER

Let's Look Inside
Parte, Problems, and Treatment
Parts, Problems, and Treatment Answer:Sheet
Frequency Chart.

HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION

Communication Game
Importance of:Communication Interaction
Signals Important For Communication
How Does The Infant Know
Learning About Objects And Events
Check List Of Non-Verbal Communication
"Rules Of Talking"
Verbal Communication List
Listening And Talking
Learning Language

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR CHILD'S TALKING

Communicative Intent :

Infant And.: Child Communication

Speech Sounds
Development Of Speech Elements

The Development Of Speech

are filed behind the outline for eaFh session.



Form A

PARENT WORKSHOP SERIES:

CH 1 LD, TO
A\D TALK

BL-TTER
4 CLASSES 2 HOURS EACH
CLASS I

CLASS II

CLASS III

CLASS IV

McKesson School
1624 Tracy Street

Refreshments
Babysitting Available

HOW YOUR CHILD LEARNS TO TALK
Monday -,October 11 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
Jane Judy - Language Development Specialist
Toledo Public Schools Early Childhood Program

HOW HEARING AND TALKING GO TOGETHER
Monday - October 18 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
Barb Price := Educational Audiologist
Lucas County Board of Education

HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN & PAY ATTENTION
Monday - October -25 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
Penny Mueller = Patent Edutation Coordinator
Toledo PuLlic Schools Early Childhood Program

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR CHILDS TALKING
Monday - November 1 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
Dean Campbell - Mainstream Child Communication
Consultant - Toledo Public Schools Early Child-
hood Program

Please feel free to come to one or all of
these classes, because each class ip a
separate topic all by itself.

We can better plan for space and babysitting
arrangements if you would call and let us
know you are coming,

For more information call Dean Campbell or
Penny Mueller, 666=5181.



Form-B-1

PARENT \Xt RK S H OP

HELP YOUR CHILD TO.
L I.S -T EN AND TALK BET TER

HAR IN

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3,. 9:00 - 11:00 A.M.

1.1\

FR

Barbara Price, our Educational Audiologist, will be the main-a0eAker

Please feel free to come to one or all of these classes,

because each class
CHER

topic all by itself.

340 Stanley Court'

Baby Sitting Available
Refreshments
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PARENT. WORKSHOP SERIES,1

HELP YOUR CHILD TO.
LISTEN AND TALK BETTER

L
0,

TO I I-LP
R CI 1 LD\ Y

\T
THURSDAY = DECEMBER 10,' 9:00 - 11:00 A.M.

Please feel free to come to one or all of these classes,

because each class is a separate topic all be itself.

CHERRY PRESCHOOL
340 Stanley Court

Baby Sitting Available

Refreshments



Form B -3

PARENT \-)V RKSH SERIES

_HELP YOUR ILp. TO
LISTEN AND TALK BETTER.

L

1 OW T

CI

Thursday - December 17, 9:00 - 11:00 A.M.

ileAse feel free eo i.6 one or all Of these classes,

itiecause each class in a separate topic all be itself.

CHERRY PRESCHOOL
340 Stanley Court

Baby Sitting Available'

Refreshment:a



CURRICULUM CONTENT

SESSION

HOW YOUR CHILD LEARNS TO TALK



AGENDA I

30 Minutes-= Introductions and.Interview Questions

30 - Develop Working Definitions:
communication, language; speech

30 Minutes - How Young Children Acquire Language

30 Minutes -Matching Game using Stages'in Language
Development

Homework: .Participants should start a list of samples
of their child's talking to bring back to
Classes III and IV.



SESSIIII

IITLt-: HOW YOUR CHILD LEARNS TO TALK

AGENDA

Getting Acquainted

With All Partici-

pants in the Class

(30 min;)

Working Definitions

(30 min.)

Stages and Process

of Normal Language

Development

(60 min.)

OBJECTIVES MATERIALS/HANDOUTS. ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES EVALUATIONS

To get to know each

other

To develop definitions

for the terms

communication,

Sample Interview

Techniques (Form C)

Chalkboard, chalk

Ideas from Parents

(Form D)

Rages:In-Language

Break into pairs; interview

. each other

,

Introduce eadrother to

the group

Invite audience partici-

pation in defining;

- communication

-' language

- speech

-Emphasize developmental

sequence progressing

from communication;

to language, to speech

Record audience input for

definitions of terms

Discuss charts

Discuss handouts

Matching Game (Form H-1).

,Assign recording language

language, and speech

To become aware of the

normal process

through which young

children learn

language

Todiffetentiate

Davalopeat Chart

(overhead transparency)

and handout

(Forte F-1 and E-2)

language betel-opted

between receptive Chart (Form F). samples from children

language and

expressive language

,

Normal Language Samples

at home

(Form G)

To become aware of

stages of language

development in the

early childhood

years
,

.

,

.

.

,

Compare partici-

pants' answers

to Form D

Compare partici-

pants' answers

with answer

sheet (Form H- )
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SESSION

A. Basic Concepts

There is a natural progression from communication, to language, to

speech.

Communication: imparting thoughts by speech or signing or writing; inter-

change of thoughts; sharing thoughts, ideas, and feelings.

Language: communication by voice - Auditory symbols - set of symbols used

in uniform fashion by number of people - non linguistic means i.e.,

animals or language of birds - any kind of communication with set of

symbols - any set of signs - signals or symbols which convey meaning

incltding written words called language - mutual code or system to

communicate.

Speech: utterance - spokbn language - articulate vocal sounds - act of

talking - acts of putting symbols to use (example - Ho couldn't

understand the speech of the natives because it was in a foreign

language.)

How Young Children Acquire language

Young children learn language by interacting with other-people. The

nature of this litteraction depends, to a large extent; on the age and

developmental stage of the young child. The process of language develop-

ment can be divided' into six different stages which rare usually experienced

by young children fro birth through eight years of age. While all young

children go through these various stages in the same sequences, chronologi-

cal ages for the various stages may differ from child to child. Thus;

parents and educators working with young chiIdre.t need to take their cues

from:the communication efforts of the child in order to determine the most.

appropriate verbal response.

The six stages of language development are outlined in Form E. The

focus of this outline is on the nature of the child's.cOmmunication:attemp's
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and appropriate verbal responses from an adult for each stage of language

development. Following is a summary of this outline (Form E).

Stage_I

Child's Communication Attempts: vocalizations

Appropriate Adult Response: kind, loving, intoned - speech

Stage II

Child: babbling with intonation

Adult: descriptive labeling

Stage III

Child: naming (actions, qualities, etc.)

Adult: simple sentences

Stage IV

Child: telegraphic speech (e.g., "Mom Come")

AdUlt: expansion and modeling and the use of more complex sentences

Stage V

Child: simple and complex ienteneaa

Adult: cognitive ideas related to causality, comparisons, time, and

questions

Stage VI

Child: cognitive language and precision in articulation

Adult: re-as-ening and deductions

Implications for Working With Young Children

Not all children accomplish the stages of language development at the

same ages or at the same rate. Thus, it is important to carefully analyze



a young child's communication patterns to determine which stage best de=

scribes the child's talking. This information is then used to determine

what level of response would be most appropriate for encouraging the young

child's speech and language development.

The following example illustrates how a parent might use The Stages

in Liariaittrevelopment as a helpful tool in appropriately matching verbal

responses to their young child's communication attempts.

Typical utterances of Jessie, three years of age, include "Me do it"

and "More juice." The parent notes that these utterances represent tele-

graphic speech which is characteristic of Stage N. Thus, the parents

concentrate on providing expansion, modeling, and complex sentences.

Providing expansion means acknowledging and reinforcing what the child

says. Expansion usually involves repeating the child's thought in a complete

sentence. For example, in response to "More juice," a parent may say "Oh,

You want more juice."

Modeling involves increasing or extending the child's vocabulary by

adding new ideas and new words to-his or her idea. For example, in response

to "Me do it," a parent may say "You want to mix the Kool-aid. Here's a

big spoon."

Appropriate language modeling and positive reinforcement for the child's

communication efforts are extremely important for language development.

Strong reinforcer include such things as attention and positive reaction

to what the child says.

liefarences

Simons, A. Language and Hearing. In L. Connor. Speech for the Deaf

Child. Washington D.C.: The Alexander Graham Bell Association for

the Deaf;Inc., 1971.
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Chomsky, N. Aspects of the Theory of Syntax. Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T.

Press, 1965.

Lewis, M. Language, Thought and Personality in Infancy and Childhood.

New York: Humanities Press, 1963.

McNeill, D. Developmental Psycholinquistics. In F. Smith and G.A. Miller

(Eds.), The Gonesis of Language. Cambridge, Mass: M.I.T. Press,

1966:

Menyuk, P. Sentences Children Use. M.I.T. Res. Monograph #52. Cambridge,

Mass: M.I.T. Press, 1969.

McLean, J. and Snyder-McLean, L. A Transactional Approach To Early

Latiguage Training. Merrill Communication Development and

Communication Disorders Series, 1981.



FORM C

SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

What is your name?

What do you enjoy doing most?

What are your interesbcor spare time activities?

Will you tell me about your family?

What have you been doing in the past few years?

2



COMMUNICATION:

Form :II

IDEAS PARENTS HAVE

"sharing thoughts, ideas and feelings"
talking
receiving and !wilding
listening_ .

sharing thoughts-
feelings
gestures
signs_
lacial expression!:
body language
understanding
two.people - back and forth
get ideas across
signs_- TV
touching

LANGUAGE

mutual code or system to
tool to communicate
culture and environment
complex process
reading
vocabulary
grammar
origin
sounds
slang
parts of speech
meaning
tone or pitch
word order
formal

SPEECH:

act of talking
- tone

pitch
articulation
pronunciation
intonation
inflection

communicate
ve bat (word's) voice - written
using symbols (sign or oral)
different languages

!:.;panish

\French
Vieluamesc
linpanvse

Lailguage - hands
comiwn wordS or signs (same)

- alphabet
seqqence
spelling

1

Example from the dictionary of the cliff rence between
speech and language:,

"He couldn't understand the speech
it was in a foreign language."

* = preferred definition

U.

of the native's because



Form E 1

STAGES IN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

STAGE I
a-6 mo.

14fit**3 1346 GIRO

Vocalitations(----7-7Handi

intoned speech patterns

Div-por speak

STAGE II
6=8 no.

Babbling with t----.1 Descriptive lab
intonation ing (object presen4

STAGE III
12-15 mo.

00-. tlUbs4KS
C3N-L

Naming (things, actions, Simple
qualities) sentences

NAV SAIL
WITIM')

STAGE V
3 yrs..

AMR vJE FoN1314
wt./CH.0Na WILL Pug
eALL!

Simple And Odeplex Cognitive. lang-
sentences uage, e,g,, causal-

ity, questions.

STAGE IV_
2 yrs,

YOU YAM? THE Shi
I'LL THROW 1r TO

AC **O.! You!

Telegraphic Speech 4---tEmpansion arid
modeliguntetwl

STAGE VI
7-8 yrs.'

WOV Wei VOLLLM
BASEBALL%( TO PLIN-y

eASESALL, SUTTER
114,04/ F eJJuf

Cognitive lenguage4------)Ressoning and
and precision in deduction
articulation

24
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Form E 2

AGES IN LANGUAGE DEVELOPM-ENT

IN

Kind,
loving,
intoned

(patterns)/

IN

S TAGE I

0-6 Months

nwo e

/ Staple
sentences-

O U T

Naming
(things,
actions,
qualities

I_N

STAGE III

12-15 Months

kescritive
labeling

(object
OteSent)-.

-I N

Babbling
with

_

intonation

Expansion
and madeling
and complex
sentences,'

language
eg sJ

j/

al-

ityi ques- 4

awns,
--;/comparisons

imple and
complex

sentences

1-N

easoning
and

deduction

S TAGE V

3 Years

2i

STAGE II

6-8 Months

0. U.T----.

Telegraphic
speech

S TAGE IV

2 years

S V I

7-8 Years

0_ T

Cognitive
language '

and
precision b.'



Form F

1ANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT CHART

Receptive

o=6 responds to quiet voice

months (wait; or soothes the
child)

listens and looks at
speaker

locaIiies speaker
watching lips and

6-12 listens to people'talking
months (turns toward and attends

to speaker)

- generally localizes -en-
vironmental sounds (turns
hiad toward sound)

- understands names of

by
mouth

thin&

- understands - simple
directions ("Come to
Diddy")

- understands simple questions

12-18 understands names of large
months body parts

begins to group objects.
(anneals; clothes, food)

follows two consecutive
commands

Exuressiva

- uses crying and cooing to ex-
press pleasure and pain

18=24 aware of pronouns and
months verbs (" -Give it to her."

"Bring the ball_to me. ")

can follow tOo to -three
related -commands ("Take_this
book and give it to paddy.")

- understands complei sentences
("After we eat dinner we will
play hall.")

- vocalizes to bis'name (coos
or gurgles when addressed)

- plays Pat-a-cake and Peek=a=
boo-type games

- begins using first words
with meaning

- uses and imitates more words
Instead of gestures

- responds to music by vocalizing
(babbles or coos)

- uses more consonant sounds such
as-M, T, I:4 and!

-.ilitates environmental sounds
(cars,'Olanes, etc.)

- begins using simple sentences
(Its goM

- uses his first name (refers to
self by name)



Form F (continued)

hei Atglakti

24-30 - understands several action
months words, such as eating,

running

- understands function
type questions (rnelhat
do you wear to bed?")

30-36 - Mittel-Stands most common
months verbs, Adjectives, and

prepositions

is curious:Why and how
things work

- remembers things from
recent past

3648 - enjoys listening to
months Unger stories

tuiderstands that words
can have_more than one
Meaning ("Do_you hear the
dog bark?" "Let's feel
the taek on the tree. ")

= knows common opposites
-(big; little, hard, soft,

can cissify i.group of
: s'Objelosts.iisto basic categories

(foods, animals,.clo,nthig,
1:\

Expressive

= uses telegrAPhic_phrases, such
as, "No go home."

- asks for help, if needed

- talks *bent hit experiences

uses plural forms

- plays with rioting words and
sounds

- asks lots of questions

- uses more -than one complete
sentence to express an idea

- uses his talking to control
others. ("I want a cookie now.")

- may have some normal monfluencies
(repeating SOUride, sYliables, or
whole words)

USSeMbre complex sentences and
question forms

- may still exhibit some nonfluencies



Fort' G

NORMAL-LANGUAGE SAMPLES

1 year up - oh ta - oh ya ta -,a ma - eee eee - m am-- a ya - a 1111
more - ma-ma - hum - yum - ya - ma ja 4,- ma - ha ha ha - bye

2 years
6 months: I want a piece in my purse - Coll climbing way up there - I

want a piece - Coil, let me nett it; Thanks. - Sutton this -
What? - no my dolly go - you'my mutter - Do dat dis - I can
do it colleen - okay - I put it away - puffet - a puppet

2 years
10 months: I can't know where

I got twenty five -
you get me a pen to
With crayons - this

it is - Here hold this = I got five dollars
Look at Mickey Mouse - I got it - Hey, will
write - I want to write in Daddy's chair
is crayons, but not pens, I can't write on

3 years
8 months: This is grandpa's letter -

now - eyes, nose and a
letter - would you push up
it 's haled for me to write

Couldyou_get that - your busy rigs ht
-and a hand and a - whose is this '

more - could I stand up and do it -
I could do sumpin like Sit on it

A years
6 months: Move this stuff - Daddy, will you make these - Mommy, will you

make the airport - and do you like my new classroom - I sat in
the corner two times today - I don't know - when you were just
that tall = when I was in my mom's stomach - I'm using another one

2 years
2 months: 1 wanna hear Debbie - I want up - going night night bed - I want

Brandy up - I want little yamb - thank you - Mommy pick me up -
I'll have a_ride - no, I want another bow - I want
mama up -.oh, oh - I want dat. - I want dis - I wanna ride da piggy

2 years
10 months: What'S a matter - those we don't need - I'm going to throw this

ball - move away from it - Cammy, you can't play - I wanna go
bake a cake - could I play with the_toys upstairs - I need a
measuring cup - I want to get out of here - baby wants his Milk'

5 years: I wish we didn't buy no
fire drill on that buls
there's a real fire; we
safest place - what has

Becky doll - well, we're going to,have a
- know why we're having a fire drill - if-
go in the back door cause that's the
ten legs and an elephant eats it - a mouse

5 years
3 months: Mom, do you want me to show you that I like this kind of cherries -

Now you gave me to much milk - I'll throw that in, the garbage - I

thoUght there would be lots of oatmeal' - Mom, I wanted more than
this ,-.everytime I stir it, it starts spilling - it's getting orange

2 years
5 months: Mommy straw - bending straw -

comecome to Caroline house - Mom,
Mommy toy - up high potty - I
more - huh, come out - No Mom

huh, -mine - no, tlroline do - Helen.
all done - see, fall down - no more -
go potty - Daddy pick up big one -
- more - in a minute -_my spoon - no -



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7;

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Form H-1

MATCHINGSTAGES OF LA/CHACE DEVELOPMENT

STAGES'

child begins using simple sentences.

;hild vocalizes to his name.

kdult uses intoned speech pattern

adult uses simple sentences.'

Walt uses reasoning and deductions.

liild talks about experiences.

Aiild uses crying and cooing to express pleature and pain.

tdult labels objects.
.

Wult uses more complex sentences.

adult uses more cognitive language and questions.

:laid uses names of things (labels).

;hild uses more complex sentences.

Determine thkstages of language development represented on the language
.development chart,



2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

12.

Form -2

MATCHING STAGES OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

STAGES

:hild begins using simple sentences. IV

:hild vocalizes to his name. II

idult uses intoned speech pattern I

kdult uses simple sentences. III

dult uses reasoning and deductions. = VI

:hild. talks about experiences. , V

:hild uses crying and cooing to express pleasure and pain. I

kduIt labels objects. II

kdult uses more complex sentences: /- IV

.

kdult uses more cognitive language and questions. V

:H id uses names of things (labels). III

:hild uses more complex sentences. VI

Determine the-stages of language development represented on the language
development chart.



SESSION II

Haw HEARING AND TALKING GO TOGETHER

t I 3



15 Minutes

15 Minutes

30 Minutes

60 Minutes

Homework:

AGENDA II

- Introductions

- Questions from previous session

- "unfair Spelling Test"

- Parts of the ear: related problems and
treatment

Otitis media: symptoms, medical implications,
testing, educational implications

Remind participants to bring a list of
samples of their child's talking to
Sessions III and IV.



SESSION II

HOW HEARING AND TALKING GO TOGETHER

AGENDA OBJECTIVES MATERVISIDNDOUTS ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES EVALUATION

ietting Further Acquainted To get to know each Tell something about

With All Participants other better yourself that happened

in the Class (15 min.) in the last few weeks

iiiestions From Previous To clarify information Solicit questions from

Week (15 min.) already presented participants

'Unfair Spelling Test" To sensitize partici- Tape recorder and Play recording of spelling

(30 min.) pants to the implica- audio cassette test

bons of mild hearing
Tape 'Understanding HaVe participants write

difficulties
The Hearing Impair- their answers

1

ed" from the kit
Share impressions after k..)

"Kids Come in ,..
1S,ocial Flavors"

each section of test

P.O. Box 562

Etyton, OH 45405

-or-
,

Record player and
,

record "Getting

Through" by Zenith

Radio Corp.

6501 W. Grand Ave,

Chicago IL 60635

Paper and pencilfor

,

all participants

. +

P .
'arts of the Ear To be aware of the three "Let's Look Inside Presentation audio-

F
(30 min;) main parts of the-ear °gist and Treatment"

rge ar Chart
completed by

To be aware of the partici-"Parts, Problems, pants

function, problems,
(Form J)and Treatment"

and possible treat-
(Form J)

ment of the different

parts of the ear

L
,

TA



ESSON-11

HOW TARING AND TANG GO TOUTER

(continued)

AGENDA OBJECTIVES mATERmilmotif

.grrwmlmrmpor....Imw.I.+mg0+.rFn..r...k...od.y.....w=1

ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Otitis Media

(30 min.)

To develop understand-

ing of the nature of

otitis media

To develop awareness

of symptoms of otitis

media

To develop awareness of

importance of medical

attention for otitis

media

To develop awareness of

testing procedures

forldetifyingotitiS

media

To develop awareness of

treatment procedures

for otitis media

To develop .awareness of

.potential long range

educational implica-

tions, particularly

language

3J

Frequency Chart(Form 1

PiMphletti

Nor-standing Otitis

Media Burroughs-

Wellcome Co. _

Research Triangle

Park, NC 27709

Tonsillectomy and

AdinoidiCtOMY

Starkey Laboratories

Box 917

Minneapolis' MN

.55440

Myringotall -

Starkey Laboratories

Box 9457_

Minneapolis, MN

554t

Hearing Health

Care Saries -

Otitis Media

Aticon

P.O. Box 1511 _

Union, NJ 07083

Other appropriate

imphlets

Open discussion of middle

ear problems andlheir

.implications including

participants sharing

experiences, questions

and concerns

3G
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'SESSION II

HOW HEARING AND- TALKINGGO- TOGETHER

A. 'Basic Concepts

1. The ability to hear well is critical to language acquisition.

2. Information on the three parts of the ear, related problems and

treatment is included on the chart, "The Ear: Parts Problems,

Treatment."

Otitls media, or the presence of fluid in the middle ear, is one

of the most frequent causes of conductive hearing impairment in

the preschool years.

4. Repeated bouts of otitis media are common in young chili en usually

under age 6 and occur more frequently in winter than in summer.

5. Symptoms of otitis media may include the followings

-ear infections (draining ears/ear aches)
-fever
-mouth_breathing
-tonsilitis
-rubbing/pulling at the ears
-inconsistent response to sound
-use of gestures rather than verbal expressions
-need for radio and TV to be excessively loud
-inconsistent behavior on a day-to-day basis
-irregular sleep patterns
=difficulty recognizing environmental sounds
=difficulty with speech and language
=difficulty locating the source of sounds not in line of vision
-inability to follow, or, attend to, stories read aloud
-balance problems
-distractabilitiby outside noises
-frequent need for repet.tion of directions and information

6. Impedance audiometry is a very effective screening procedure for

identification of otitis media.

7. Prompt medical attention is extremely ortant for young children

with recurrent otitis media

8. Recurrent otitis-media in the first 6 years may lead to language/

learning difficulties beyond the pre-school years.
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Kids Come in Different Flavors, Dayton, Ohio.
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Form I p.3

What does the doctor see when he looks in the ear? Can a doctor tell

my child has a hearing loss by looking in my child's ear?

Should I take my child to an ear doctor to see if he has a nerve loss?

Can a doctor operate on my child's ear and'help him?

These questtons and cOuntlets others have come from parents upon find-

ing that their child has a hearing loss. These are good questions and they show

that parents have been thinking about their child's problem as well as any possible.

Ablutions to the problem;

Now let's talk about the ear, ,the anal my, what the ear Tooke like,

and how_the ear works or how you hear. We hope in describing the ear and its

function that we will have answerei some of the questions you too have been
.

asking.

The ear is divided into three parts: The OUTER EAR, the MIDDLE EAR,

and the INNER EAR;

t1 42



Form I.P.4

The OUTER-EAR (Sec fy.) is the p6ctinl of the ear which you can see.

When you ask a young child to Show you his ear, he will reach up and touch.. the

OUTER EAR.

Another part of the outer ear is the ear Canal; This canal is;like a

tiny tunnel..----If you took into the ear, you would see one end, or the opening;

of the tunnel. Although this runnel is only about one inch long, it is difficult

to see the other end without an instrument the doctor uses. Wax which is made in

the ear canal protects the ear. One should avoid using hard objects, such as

tips, etc., to clean Out tge canal. 1 i you see your doctor regularly for ear

check-ups, there is no need to worry about too much wax in the ear;

Sometimes a child will fall on s ear while wearing his hearing aid
If

and you may notice redness, a small cut, or-some bleeding at this opening. It is

important to see your doctor so that he can instruct you when the child will be

able to wear the earmold again.

The other end of the tunnel is covered with a very thin skin or membrane.

This membrane is called the ear-- drum-,- (See # 2) When the doctor looks in the ear

with the light, he can see the ear drum.. lts color and Shape tell., him if the.ear

is healthy or if there is an ear infection. The ear drum is the dividing line

between the outer ear and the middle ear.

The MIDDLE EAR (See # 3) is a small hollow or cavity about the Siie

Of a bean, In this cavity are three'small bones frequently called the hatineri the

anvil, Old the Stirrup bones which are hooked together to make:a chain. The first

bone, the heftier, toUches the eardrum and the second bonei, the anvil. The anvil

also touches the third bone, the stirrup. The stirrup in turn rests on the second

membrane. This second membrane divides the middle car from the inner ear and is

called the oval window.

There is another opening into the middle ear, a tube from the back of



Form I p.5

the nose which travels to the middle ear. This is called the Eustachian tube.

One reason why the very young child is more susceptible to earaches and in

is because this tube is a direct route for a runny nose co travel to the middle'

ear. Ear infections occur in the middle ear. Now, thanks to new medicines, ear-

aches can be treated rapidly by a doctor.

The INNER -EAR (See # 4) is important for two reasons. The tiny snail

shaped cochlea encased in bone is filled with fluid and'contains thousands and

thousands of nerve endings. These nerve endings pickup the sounds we hear and

send their message up the auditory nerve to the brain. Though we hear sounds

with our ears; it is in the brain that understanding of the sounds takes place.

The three other circular tubes (See A.) which you see in the drawing

are called the semi-circular canals. These also contain tiny nerves which help

us keeAur balance.



Form I p.

_ There are two ways for sound to travel to the brain; One way is by
.

AIR CONDUCTION.:, If there is a sodden, loud hand clap; this sound travels

through the ear canal to the eardrum.. The eardrum vtbrates and carries this sound

to the three little bones in the middle ear. This chain of bones carries the sound

to the nerve in the inner ear. As the nerve is excited, a message is carried

along the auditory nerve to the-brain where we "hear" this loud clap.

If we have'heard a and clap before, and know what made the sound, we

will understand what this sound means. If we have not heard the sound before,:it

will merely be a noise that is not familiar to us. Therefore it is necessary that

a child- not only hear sound but understand its meaning.

We also hear through BONE _CONDUCTIOq. This means that sound also is

absorbed or conducted through the bOne of our skill. If you hum with youi- mouth

closed, and a finger in each ear, the sound you hear is bone conducted. As we

hear ourselves talk we hear partly through bone conduction-and partly: through air

eondOction. 'Other people listening to us talk hear Our voices only through their-

Air conduction mechanisms. This is why you think your voice sounds strange on

a tape recorder. You are used to hearing yourself by both air and bone conduction.

Listening to a record, you hear your voice only by air conduction and therefore

.it sounds different.

The ear is a remarkable, complex organ. A grand piano has .88 notes. and

it is believed that the inner ear, Approximately the size of a pea, is Sensitive

to about20,000;

It is most important as parents of deaf children that your.child'S ears

Akre kept healthy; At the first sign'of An earache, go to your doctor immediately.

A child with a hearirivIoss needs to be seen regularly by an otologist, e.n ear

dOctOr. He will tell you how often these appointments Should bei.



Form I p.7

SUGGESTED BREADING ON ANATOMY

"The Ear and How It Works", by Francis L. Lederer, 14.m

-,/If You Have A Deaf -Child p. 63-71
Illinois Annal School for Mothers of Deaf Children

Available in Home Library

"Anatomyand Physiology", by Hallowell Davis, M.D.

Hearing and Deafness - A Guide for Laymen

Edited by Hallowell Davis, M.D.
Peabody College Library

Sound and Hearing
-

Life Science Library
Time, Inc., New York Peabody College Library
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PARTS: OUTER EAR

PROBLEMS: Possible Hearing Loss from:

Wax, Atresia, Swimmer's Ear,

Foreign Objects.

TREATMENT: Medication,_Surgery,

, Removal -of foreign objects;

I

MIDDLE- EAR

Possible Hearing_loss from:

Fluidiluptured_Ear Drum

(scar tissue), Disconnected

Bones., Tonsils,_Adnoids

(blocked eustachien tube);

Allergies

Medication, Surgery- (Tubes,

Tonsilictopy, Adnoidectomy).

INNER EAR

Possible Hearing Loss from:

Damaged Nerves, Meniere's Dis-

ease, Meningitis, High Fevers

(can be related to childhood

diseases)

Amplification but no medi;a1

treatment;
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SESSION III

HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION



AGENDA III

5 Minutes - Introductions

10 Minutes - QuestiOnefrom previous sessions and review_
definitionsi for communication, language, and
speech

15 Minutes - Communication Game

30 Minutes - DiScuss communication game and nonverbal
parent techniques to help child tune -=in
to parent's talking-

30 Minutes - Show "Rules of Talking" (Slides 1-40)
Discuss verbal techniques parents can use
to help child.tunt-in to parent's talking

30 Minutes - Role Play

53



AGENDA

.HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTER AIVALATTESTION

OBJECTIVES MATERIALS/HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES

Getting Further Acquainted

With Participants in the

Class (5 rain.)

Questions From Previous

Week and. Working

Definitions (10 min.)

Communication Game

' (15 min.)

Po '

To get to know each

other better

To clarify informaiion

already presented

Review of definitions

for communication,

language and speech

To become aware of

the problems

encountered in

communication

IL

Chalkboard and chalk

Tinker Toys

"Communication Game

Guidelines"

(Form L-1)

Team Numbers

(1-10)

0

Tell something about

yourself that happened

in the last week

Discuss definitions and

record on chalkboard ,

Participants break up

Into teams of. 4-6

people

Play the game for 10

minutes; Refer to

"Guidelines"

(Form L-1)

Discuss problema and

frustrations en-'

countered by each

participant

Encorporate the foilOW;

ing

,.7,MbalmaId. hive Made

the game

:-HaW didtheysriOui

teem member-afeel?

-How didjaa:-.feel",

about the time

Relate this-toimrent and

young children with to-

munication'difficultiee

EVALUATION

Participants re..

Iatilig,persoinel
,.:

experienCes'of::

communication

game to ex-

periences of lo'T0.4
Young children '49'

learning language ,:,



SESSION III

HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION

(continued)

AGENDA OBJECTIVES MATERIALS /HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Key Components in the

Communication Process

(30 min.)

Techniques for Fostering

Receptive Language

Skills (30 min.)

To develop uneeistanding

of who and what are

involved in the pro-

cess of comMunication

To become aware of non-

verbal techniques

parents can use to

help their child tune

in to the parents'

talking

Chalkboard and chalk

Importance of Com-

municative Inter-

action (Form L-2)

Aignals Important

for Communication

(Form M)

How Does the Infant

Know (Form N)

Learning About Ob-

jects and Events

(Form 0)

Check-List of non-

verbal communica-

tion (Form P)

Carousel slide projector

and tape recorder for

"Rules of Talking"

(Form Q) slide present-

ation (slides 1-40)

Verbal Communication

List (Form R)

Invite audience input

as 6 what are the

basic ingredients

in the communication

process

Record on chalkboard

Invite audience input

as to what techniques

they use to secure

their child's atten-

tion

Record on chalkboard

Show slides 1740 and

discuss first 3 parts

of "ales of Talking"

Compare partici-

pant's ideas

Compare partici-

pant's input



SESSION III

HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION

(continued)

AGENDA

Reinforcing Parent

Communication

Techniques

(30 min.)

OBJECTIVES

To practice verbal and

non-verbal parent

skills

MATERIALS/HANDOUTS

Flour Food Coloring

Salt Measuring Cup

Bowl Water

Spoon

Playdough Recipe:

1 cup flour

1/2 cup salt

3 Tbsp; water

"Activities"

Chalkboard/Chalk or

Overhead/Pens

"Listening and Talking"

(six months to one

year) Form S)

Learning Language One

to Two and a Half

Years :(Form T)

ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Participants will plan

vocabulary; conceptsi,

and sentences that

they want to highlight

during playdough ex!

perience.

Trainers will list ideas

on chalkboards or

overhead.

Two_volunteers_will make

playdough. During this

time each member of the

audience will be asked

to talk about what is

happening in the ex-

perience.

Following activity dis-

cussion will occur

Guide Questions:

-How did we do on

bringing out the

concepts, vocabulary,

and sentences we

mentioned we were

going to stress?

-What other, areas were

brought out?

-What other areas

could_ we have

Out that we didn't?

List of vocabulary

concepts, and

sentences

Audience partici-

pation
t,3

V u.

5J
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SESSION III

HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION

A. Basic-Concelpt!

1. Key, components of communication includes

(a) Who's involved - a sender (one who gives a message) and a

receiver (one who receives the message)

(b) Nhat's involved - process of turn-taking

2. Two concepts that are important in sending a message:

(a) whh is being sent - verbal communication

(b) how'the message is being sent - non-verbal communication

3. Techniques for improving parent's non-verbal skills to encourage

child's attention:

= Be close to the child

= Look at child

Use facial expressions (dramatic)

- Use interesting intonation (most important feature)

- Use gestures

- Use touch

- Convey warmth and acceptance'

4. Techniques for improving parent verbal Skills:

- Talk about the here and now

- Talk about the obvious':

- Talk for the child

- Put the child's feelings into words

- ,Use names of things

- Use short simple sentences

- Talk about what you're doing

- Use repetition Cu



FORM L =-1

COMMUNICATION
GAME

Team Members:

Runner
Looker
Builder
Captain
obServer

Looker - Assigned to.remain in room with model. Meets with
runner of his team outside door of room and describes
model to him.

Runner - Relays this information to builder. He may use
language and gestures but may not point to building
pieces.

Builder - Tries to construct model from information given by
runner.

. Captain May view Modelasoften as he wishes and then may
only say to builder, "Right" or "Wrong" or "Stop ".

Observer Member of a different team who sees that rules
are followed. .

Conference - Members of a team may call for a team conference.
At this time, all, members may meet-in the haII
and discuss the project: At the end of confer-
ence, each member returns to his assigned post.

Time - 10 Minutes

At the end of 5 minutes, announcement will be made that
5 minutes remain to complete project;



Importance of

Interaction:

F Parents communica e
with child

ommuniea ive Interaction

Child attempts to

communicate with parents

Parents are sensitive to
childs communicative intents

Parents respond to so s
communicative intents

Communication

onunimica ion

From Project SKI% 1975

Visual Ai43 to Accompany Project SKI*HI

Home Hearing Aid program

By: Steven H; Viehweg



Signals Important for Communication

6Two main types of signals see,tt' .01s It
4.,,o ti # 4)

\ 1e vis;*
-to vt -010v

14> 34°

4% 6"
i

o

i 0
-tif4

0

washer ound-Siguals Hand and Body Signals- e
bpo

Poi 4
toi96

44001

How does the infant or young child know

which signals are important for emiununication?

Combining the signals with meaningful events:

Feeding

.;

Diapering

Playjng

Comforting

Bathing

0

F.)From: SKI*RI,197



How does the infant or young child know which

communiation s ials are more important to pay

attention to than others?

* intonation or voice melody

* facial and body expression

* repetition

* simplicity

* looking and Bdng directly to the child

Do

a

From: SKI*HI, 1975



arninAboutObjects and Eventsthe Eonniént
flow doesdthe infant or young child know whichobjects and events are important?

lovement

Happening Often

Parents Drawing
Attention ti) ObjectuncLEvents

From: SKI*HI, 1975

6 3
Q _ -



Form P

Checklist of Non-verbal COmmunication Within Utterances

Parent
Utterance

ClOtie to

Child
Looking
at Child*

Facial
Express-
ions

Interesting
Intonation

Gestures*
.

Touch

,

COnVeyance
of Warmth-'
and Accept-
ance

1.

S.

---,

,

.

-

:

---/--- --A

;

10;

12.,

13.

14.

15.

16.

-.

18.

19.

22;

Percent_
of totals

* Patent advisors should remind parents that when they are providing ad concham
stimulation or teaching a specific auditory skill, looking directly at the child
may snot be necessary. From Ski*Hi Manual

70



Form Q

THE-R-ULES-UY- Tivue_nsic_

How to Get and Maintain the Child's Attention

1; Get claw on the child's level; as Close to his ears as possible.

2; Let your face and your voice ten." your child that what you are
:doing is interesting and fun.

3. Let_ the child actively participate; Language is best learned
While doing.

4. Tune into the child. Talk about what interests him.

What -to 'Talk About

1. Talk about the HERE AND NOW

. Talk about. the obvious.

3. At. time, talk for the child.

4. Put the child 's Feelings into words.

How- to Ta-lk to a Child who-doe sn-'-t-yet have spoken words

1 Everythibg has a name Use a name..,

2. Use short simple sentences.

.. When you use single words, put them back intb a sentence_

4. Use natural. gestures when you talk.

-5. Tell, then show the child what you are doing.

6. Use repetition. Say it again and again.

7. Give the child a chance to show that he understands.

How to Help a Child use his 'voice to make sounds

1. Imitate the child's repeated movement and add voiced sounds to
go along with -the movement.

Vary the sounds you make to the child: Make It interesting for
him to listen

3. Cive the child a chance to use his voice. Be a listener as well
as a talker'.



Ibkm Q (continued)

How -to -help a Child use his voice to make -- sounds (continued)

imitate the sounds the Child makes.

5. Reward the child when he uses his voice.

How to Talk when the child beiting--tai-USe-A;mrds

1. Reward the child when he attempts to say a word;

2. Repeat the child'S word and put it hack into a sentence.

3. :her -'16 child uses telegraphic speech, repeat his thought in

ceivilete sentence.

4. Expand the child's vocabulary by adding new words.

5. When the child uses incorrect language or speech, repeat it

6. Let the child h. nc. sentence forms.

. When the an,ide.:, expend his thoughts by adding

new information.

Sue M. Lillie, M.S., Head Teacher
Mama Lere Parent Teaching Home

Acknowledgement:

The Teaching Staff
Mama Lere Parent Teaching Home
The Bill Wilkerson Hearing and
Speech Center, Nashville, Tenn..

Supported by:

The P. S. Office of Education
through Grant #EG - 70 - 4709 (618)



VERBAL_COMMUNICATION-LIST

1. Parent responds when b cress -wi-th reassuring vocalizations
--(tA c, um, coo) instead of using pacifier, bouncing baby, etc.

2. When child babbles, parent imitates and/or expands babbling.

3. When child makes repetitive bodily motions, parent adds vocaliz-
ations to accompany child's motions,

4. When parent communicates to child, parent initiates new babbling
for child to hear.

5. When parent talks to child, parent discusses meaningful, daily
activities of child (obvious "here and now" activities).

6. When parent communicates to- child, parent talks about fun things
.tbat_Anterest-.child (take adVaniage of child's natural curiosity).

7. When child expresses communicative intents (pointing, looking,
tugging, vocalizing, etc.), parent responds with simple language.

8. When parent talks to child; parent uses names of things rather than
excessive use of Ororipuns or pointing.

. When parent directs conversatiOn_tothildi parent uses short simple
sentences rather than long complicated ones.

10. When parent communzates to child, parent allows child a chance to
take a turn (make a communicative expression).

11. When child communicates to parent in any way, parent reinforces the
communicative attempt.



Form S

LISTENING AND-TALKING
Six Months to One Year

(Your Baby & Child = Penelope Leach)

This half year is crucial to babies' language ,developme.t der-mite the fact that
many will not produce a single recognizable word before their birthday. Babies
learn language long before they can sPeakit. First they must listen to other
people's words and learn to understand what they mean. Only then mill they be
able to produce meaningful words of their awn.

The importance_of a baby's listening and understanding is -often qnderdititated
because we tend to overestimate the importance of babies own word production
and try to force babies to- produce word-sounds by imitation; But just saying
%a word or two is not useful language; we are trying to bring up a perionnot
a parrot; So try not_to confine your interest to listening for sounds which
sound like words, saying words for your baby to imitate; and identifying his
or her first real words. Concentrate instead on giving the baby lots of talk
to listen to; plenty_of opportunities for grasping the meaning of the words he
or she hears and an immediate and pleasant social response to the sounds'he or
she makes;

Why_bables-learn-to-sselik -

Most people assume that babies learn to speak because theymust communicate_
in order to get what they want or need. The facts do not support this simple
idea. Babies manage to communicate with their caretakers for the whole of
their first year without using words. So why should they suddenly feel a need
for them? When they do produce some words they are very seldom words which
have anything to do with the baby's'needs. He will not first learn to say
"bisquit" or "come" or "up", he will'learninstead the name-labels of people,
or things which are emotionallS, iMpoitant or pleasurable exciting to him.

Pleasant emotions may be the -key to the development of speech; Babies are born
with a built-in interest in listening to human voices and a built-in tendency
to produce babbling sounds of their awn. During the first six months, the baby
comes to associate the gentle, pleasant speech sounds he hears from you with
pleasure old with having his needs fulfilled. When he babbleS he hears his
own noises as similar to,your voice and so those sounds are associated with
pleasure too. His own sounds make him feel pleased and happy because of
their association with your sounds and you, so the baby is motivated to go on
making more and more sounds, to elaborate his babbling into the more compli-

1

cated form we call "jargon" (see p. 263) and eventually to develop actual speech
(see p. 355).

This is only a theory, of course, but it is a theory which fits many observablei
facts. Deaf babies, for example, babble normally until around the middle of
the first year but instead of increasing in amount and elaboration, their
sound making then dies away. It may well be that they stop making sounds be-
cause they are not receiving the affectionate feed back which motivates normal
babies to to on. There are less extreme examples which support this theory too;
One little girl who was born partially deaf also failed to develop sounds be-
yond the babbling stage. Examination later showed that her hearing loss was
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sufficient to cut her Off_from gentIe_speech sounds but was not great enoughto cut out loud, angry talk or the sounds of her own crying. She could hearwhen her parents were-cross with her or when she heraelf was miserable, butshe chould not hear when they were affectionate or she herdelf was happy.

If -you listen to the development of Your *own baby you may well feel that hisbehavior also fits this theory. Throughout this half year he will do all histalkingi Whether it is to an adult or to himselfiLwhen he is pleased and_ek-cited or at least happy and content. _When_he is cross and unhappy he will
not -talk; he will cry; Whenever you hear_hidi carrying on a "conversation"
with hiMself, making a sound, paUSing as if for an answer and then speaking_
againi you will find that -his noises sound like_. pleasant, friehdly or joyfulspeech, but never like cross or irritable speech. When the time finally comesfor -your baby to produce real wordt_they too will be in a_pIessant context. If."ball" is to be his first word it Will_not be spoken in angry demand but in
pleased comment. If your name WhiS first Wordi-he will not use it first
as a reproving whine but as a delighted greeting.

The development of speech -sounds

In the middle of -this first year most babies will carry on long babble.con
verastions with an adult, making a soundiOaUsing while the other person
replies and.then answering back again. _The baby will continue. for as long
AS you will go on Iooking'and_speaking direttlY to him. He cannot yet talk
to you if he cannot see you nor evn respond vocally if you cell across the
room.

Most of the sounds are still single syllable cooing noises. He says "Pass"
and "Maass " and "b0000" He intersperses them with laughter and gurgles and
hiccups of delight. His conversations are all joy. If he is cross he will
not talk; conversely, if he will talk to you he is not miserable.

During the seventh month the baby becomes increas ly on the alert for speech
sounds. He begins to search the room with his e es f you call him when you
are out of sight. He will look for the source o the voice on the radio, too,
ready to respond with conversation as soon as he can discover who is talking.

TOwards the. end of the seventh month you will hear_elabdrAtinni of his own
sounds. The_first change is that he turns his cooing noises into two syl-
lable "words" by repeating them. He says "Alal" and "Amain ", "NUMUM"_ and
"Booboo ". Gradually these "words" become more separate from each other,
With less musical cooing between them. Once this happens, usually by -the
"end of the seventh month, there are new sounds on the way; This batch is
more exclamatory_and=less dove-like: he says "Imi!", "Ajai , "Ippi"...
These new two syllable "words" seem to make the baby increasingly- excited
by -hie own sound making. _Once they are in his repertoirei he will probably
Wad you each morning with a daWn_choruS of delighted talk in which he be-
hinida.6cadtly as -if you .were_iin the room and talking_to him._ He will exclaim,
pause, speak again, pausa and:then:Say some SW:mei and he will go for .min-
utes at a time, entertaining himself until you choose to go and join in..:
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During the eighth month most babiea.begin to take an interest in adUlt
conversation, even when it is not directly aimed at them; 'If yoUr_babyhappens to be sitting betweeu you as you talk over his head; that head Willturn from-one of you to the other ns each speaks. He behaves as if your

-conversation were a_tennis match he was closely_follOWing. But the talk=ing.game is too good for the baby to let himself be left out for long; Soonhe-learns to shout for attention, It is not a_yell that he produces no: a_squeal not a cry it is a definite and intentional shout. It is often the
very first time that the baby uses a speech sound with a specific communi-
cative purpose in mind..

Soon after the shout; many babies learn to sing. Of course the song is not
elaborate: four notes up or down a scale is about average. BUt it is quite
definitely musical. and usually set off by your singing, by music on the
radio or "theme turret" on television.

The ninth month usually produces exciting speech developments which all
happen at once. The-baby's forms of speech suddenly become much more
elaborate, with long drawn out series of syllables being produced Such as
"Loo- loo - loo -loo ". At the same time he begins to inflect and change the
emphasis of his sounds, so that listening parents hear varied sounds sug-
gesting questions, exclamations and even jokes among the babble. Then the
forms of speech change yet again. This time the baby does not just add
more and more of the same tyllables to what he says: instead he combines
all the syllables that he knows into long complicated "sentences" such as
"Ah-dee-dah-boo-maa". Once this kind of combination, which is techhically
called "jargoning", is heard, the baby is on the verge of producing real
words.

For another month or so you may not be able to identify any words, but the
baby's epeech sounds_ become so clearly inflected, so varied and so expressive
that he sounds exactly as if he were speaking, fluently, but in a foreigh lan-
guage. The jargon sounds so realistic that sometimes, if your mind is on
something else when he starts to talk, you may find yourself saying "what
did you say, darling?", forgetting for the moment that he cannot really have
"said" anything!

Most babies produce their first "real word during the tenth or eleventh
month. We cannot be exact, because first words are surpriiingly difficult
to identify. "Mummy" is a good example. When a seven month old baby says
"mute, few parents will be fooled into thinking it is a real word because
they do not expect a seven month old baby to_talk. But when that same baby
makes the same sound at ten months, it is easy to be fooled. You are ex-
pecting words now so you tend to find them among all that babble, and to
forget that the actual noises you are now considering for word-status are
sounds he has been making for months.

Identifying first words

There is no particular point in trying to identify your baby's first words.
It does not. matterwhether he uses any lor_notat thisstage; His expressive,
fItientivaried jargon is an absolute assurance that he is going to speak when
he is ready.
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But the stages the_baby goes through in getting_ to world are interesting
developments and if you find the& so -you will help the baby's language
development along; Interest_will make you listen carefully to what he
says. Listening carefUlly_will probably make you answer withjStme_
adult talk. Being listened and replied to is what he most needs for his
Speech development;

In the tenth or eleventh month the baby is likely to get the idea of using
a particular sound to refer to a particular object, but he may still take
a while to "decide" what sound to use as a name for the object he has
chosen. One child, for example, used the bord "bon=bon" when asking for
her ball. Later she used the word "dan" about the same ball. On each
occasion it was' clear that she meant that ball and dis not mean anything
else, but she,behaved as if all that mattered was to use a word - any old
word would do. After a week or two of this kind of conflation, the baby
moves on a stage and starts to use one sound, and only one Sound, to refer
to one and only one object. But the sound"he uses may still not be a
"Word" in the adult sense. It may be an "own-word"; a sound -that the baby
has invented, and attached to a particular thing or a particular person.
But even if.the "own-word" has not the slightest similarity to the
"proper" one, it should be counted as a word if you know what he means by
it. After all, the whole poitit of speech is communication between people.
If you know that your child means "bus" when he says "gig", then he is
talking to you.

How babies learn their early -words

Babies of eight to twelve months_arehighly imitative. As Wellee imita-
ting actions they will often imitate word eounds. BetaUSe of this, many
parents spend a great deal of itime7thalog- these-montht-heldingobjects-up
in_front of their babies and saying_"say shoe; shoe;: .say shoe,_ darling",
and so on. This kind of thing, probably does not, -do babies any harm._ They
may enjoy the long "conversations" it gives them -and they may enjoy the
imitating -game for -its own sake. But they will not learn to talk that way.
A8 we said at the_beginning of the section (see p. 260), learning to talk
is not a matter of_learning to imitate sounds for thei* own sake.

A biki hears a word like.'"shoe" over and over again_ in daily life as the
Cftetent_SOUnd in a large variety_Lof statements. In one day you may
tilitYto_hiM "Where are_your shoes ? "; "Ohi_what dirty shoes!"; "Let's take
YOtir Shoes-Off";-- "I'll put your shoes on"; "Look what nice new shoes"..
The word "shoes" is the one sound which_ occurs_ in all those sentences_
And it is AlOdYs associated with those things that go on his feet. :.Over
days and Week-6 he will come to_astiOdiate th0= tiound'with the shoes. When
he heetade_the association "shoes" = What are put onhis feet, he will
know what the word means.

Your baby will probable learn the meanings of dozens of words before he
actually says more than one or two. He will first use words which mean
something joyful or exciting to him. Perhapi he has in fact understood that
word "shoe" for several weeks but_ has_ never said it. When you take him to
A shoe store and buy him a pair of bright red slippers, -his pride in them
as they glow on his feet may be what stimulates him at last to say "SHOES!"

'7
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He may have known that the recurring word "Toby" referred to the
dog; a sudden rush of affection for hiM, as he plunks himself down beside
him, may stimulate the first use of his name.

Firstwords_come slowly but understanding of words goes on a pace; IC our
baby has only used a word or two by his first birthday, 'on't assume that
he is not learning language. He is, listening and learning to luvierstand.

Helping-yourAxabT-to- listen-and to talk

Lots of loving talk is the beat overall help_that you can -give to -your behY'S
language development, but there is talk Which'is positively useful and talk
which is less useful:

Talk directly-to-your-baby. A baby cannot pay attention and listen carefully
to general convereation. If he is in a room with his whole family and every-
body is talking, he will be lost in a sea of sound. You say something and
he looks at you, only to find that your face is turning away to his brother.
Brother replies, sister interrupts with a half-finished sentence that ends in
an expressive shrug, and meanwhile somebody else has started a Side converaa-
tion and the.television has been switched on Third or fourth children
especially in families where the children are born close together, are often
actually delayed in their language development because they get so little
opportunity for uninterrupted one-to-one conversation with adults. Even
if you are coping with a baby, a toddler and a four year old who never stops
asking "why?" try to find at least some times when you can talk to the baby
alone.

-Xscm!t_expect_him_to_learri_aa_mhoh_language_from_strangers, or from a
succession of caretakers, as he will from you The baby_learna the mean-
ing$ of words by hearing them over and over again in different sentences and
With_Varying tones of voice,_facialexpressions and body language from the
speaker, The more familiar he is with the person who is talking, the more
likelY he is to understand. Talk from you willmianmuchmore to him than
talk_froM_A Stranger. Indeed, even at the toddler stage (see p; 356) he
may be quite unable to understand a stranger's words because the,,accompany-
ing expressions and tones of voice are strange to him;

Make sutt-that you-attuaity=use the-key=labellins words when you talk.
The baby -is going to single out level -words which continually recur in
different sentences, like that label -word "shoe", __So when the two of you
are hunting under the bed; make sure that yod say "Oh, where are your shoes ?"

rather than "Oh, where are they?". When the door needs shutting, Make sure

you say "I'll go and shut the door" rather than "I'll- -go and ihUt_it". The

child's own name-is a vital label for him to learn. He will not think of
himeseit as "me" or "I"-rindeed as we shall -see.- Englith grammar makes this

kind of word extremely difficult for a child to learn because the correct

Word depends_on who is speaking. I am "Me"_to myself, but I am "you" to

you So at this stage, you use his name-label, too._ Don't feel embarrassed

because it is "baby talk"; "Where's a cookie for John ?" you can say as you

rummage in the cookie jar. ftwill mean much more to him than "where's one

for you?"
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. %.Talk to the baby_aboOt-thinge_thich are-OhyticallY preset6 so that he can_ seewhat you are talking about and make an immediate connectioribetween the objectand the recurring key word. 'Wasn't it funny when_ that cat tae sawran'tip thetree?" will not mean nearly as much to him as "Look. at that bat; DO you-sePher?" "The cat is going. to run up the tree. There! A cat tree. . ,"

_LTalk about thinkti-Whidh interest your-babY. Not all your converaatibOcan'be about immediately- visible things, but you'cap make sure that the subjectmeans:something to hit. A long story about his-sister's day at school willmean very little butthe_atory of the Squirrel he saw in the park_that evening may rivet his attention. Even if he dcies not understand everything yousay, he will pick up thetUbjedt matter and, perhaps, the_labeIa for thethings he learned while they were visible; like "squirrel" ro "nut ".

Overact. Use lots of-gestures and expressions. You can make your meaning muchclearer to the baby if you pi:ant to the things-you are talking about; indicatethe thing you want him to -crawl over and get; and generally "hail" you mes-sage a bit. Babies with vocal, outgoing parents often learn to Understand anduse exclamations first of all bet-AU-Se they hear them used over and over againand with exaggerated imfIectiont and inflectious excitement: "Oh deari" you maysay when he falls down and "Up you come!" as you lift him froM his crib.

Try-to understand your baby's -wards_ or invented words. You will-help to moti-vate hit towards ever-increasing
efforts at speech if you can make it clear tohim, by your reaction to his sounds, that you care what he says; that ittatters_to your understanding whether he:uses the right word or not; and thatyou will try to understand any ottempt,at communication that he .does make.Of course, this is a subtle message to try to convey to a ten or eleven monthbaby, -but the general ideawillget across to hits if he sees you taking thetrouble. For example; if he make4 a sound and gestures towards something Olen'he is-sitting in his high chair, you might look to where he is pointing; and

litt for him all the things that you can see which he might have meant. If youhit the right one his pleasure as he repeats his "own-word" will be immense.

If you see hit crawling around looking for something, using a word question-
ingly, -join the hunt for the nameless object.- Once again, when it is found,
the baby'S pleasure in your understanding will repay the trouble you have
taken.

Help --your baby to use those few words_lh-obvitUi1V-uoefuL situations. If you
are playing together and you can both seewhere the ball has rolled to, ask him
CO get it for you. When he crawls back with it you cantonfirm that he under-
stood -you correctly by thanking_him; using the_word _"Odiod-boy; you've
brOtight your ball". If you then play ball with him the Whbletransaction of
words and actions will have an obvious and pleasurable point for him.

Don't correct or pretend not to understand '-words". pOrtedting hit4 or
trying to make hit say the word again "properly"; will onty_bere the baby. He
doeS not want to say the same thing again better; he wants to say something
else now. Your knrreCtions will not have any effect anyway becaUde, as we
have Seen, he is not, imitating language but developing it. His "own -word"
will evolve_into something more correct in its own good time but notat'your
command. If you pretend not to understand the baby unless he says something
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"properly "; you are cheering him; He has communicated with you, made you
understand his meaning; He has therefore used s piece of language. If you
refuse to acknowledge it, you spoil the flow of his language development.
He cannot-instantly produce the "correct" word; because that word has not
evolved. for him yet; His "own-word" is the best that he has to offer.
Remember; too; that it is pleasure; affection and excitement that motivate
early speech; Refusing to hand him his bottle until be says "milk" in=
stead of "bah-boo" will make him frustrated and cross. You are more likely
to get teari:than words.

1
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LEARNING LNNGUAGE.
One to Two and a Half

(Your Baby & Child by Penelope Leach)

Toddlers cannot really join the human race until they can understand.and
use language. Until that time they are part of a baby-race, needing to be
"talked to" with special gestures, little words, lots of' physical contact.
And until that time their needs and wants have to bee guessed at too. lie is

whining. What does he want? Is lie tired? Hungry? Bored?

once a child can really understand and Ilse speech, you can discuss things
with him or her Things that are there to be seen like that naughty dog
stealing the chicken off the table; things that are not there but will be,
like Jane who will soon be home from school; things that will never be
"there" in the sense of being visible like thunder or electricity or joy.

Underst and to& language

Language is forcommunication; for people to talk with each_ other. It is

not just' one person saying word. A few separate words on their own are not
even very useful, as you will know if you have ever faced a foreign country

armed with a phrasebook. The book will tell you how to say "where is a hotel?"

but it cannot tell you to understand Use answer.

Understanding language is far more important to your toddler than actually

speaking it. Once he really understands, he will communicate with you. l f

you try to teach him to imitate word-sounds beiore he understands their
meaning; you are treating him like a parrot, not a person.

Helping your child to understand language

As we have seen, a baby has an inbuilt interest in human voices with a natural

tendency to listen and to concentrate when someone is talking. You can build

on this as you did earlier.

Talk as much and as often- as-you-can-diroc_tly to the child; Look at him

while you talk. Let him see your face and your gestures;

Let the toddler see what u-mean, by matching what you do to what you say.

"Off with your shirt" you say, taking it off over his head; "Nvw your Shoes",

removing them.

Let the toddler see_What-you feel by matching what you say with your facial

expressions This is no age...for teasing; If you give him a big hug while

saying "Who's mommy's great horrible grubby monster then?" you will confuse

him; Your face is saying "Who's mommy's gorgeous boy?"

Helpyour child to realize that all talk is onmiunicatiOn. If you chat away to

yourself without waiting for a response or looking as if you want one; or if

yon don't hothc17 lo answer when he 01 Anoolivr momherof the Family speaks to

yoni he is bound lo leo! diAt W411 t1:. .is i monningl nn normal+.

Don't have talk as-backgr

day, try to keep it to r
listening, let him see t
the voice he cannot see.

'se. If you like to have the radio on all

ss you are actually listening. If you are

are receiving meaningful communication from

;
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Act as 8eier- toddler's
interpreter. You will Find it muds easier to under-stand his _language than strangers do and he will_ findit much easier to _

understand you and other memberS of the family than to understod.Strangera;
Help thechild to understand -your overall commettitetion: it does not matterwhether he understands your exact_Werds or not; If you do some cooking; laythe table, -take off your apron and then hold out your hand to him sayingi_"Ws lunch time now",le will underatand that his lunch is ready and willcome to_hls high ehair. He probably_would not have understood. the words"lunch time now" if he had not had_tql those other cues to go with them; Hewill learn the Meanings of words theMSelVes through understanding them,again and again, in helpful contexts.

Using Words

As we.have_seen(tee p. 264) bnhiee riet Word-n7-a-ee
almost alWays labels;they are names for people, animals or other things that are important to themOnce babicihaveattachedoame labelS ie a person or an :intim! or two theyare likely LOnild_n label for a favorite lood; It will nothe a word like"supper";predeeed_oet of hunger._ thinker will lead to whining, not talk;It will be_a name for some treat food er tor something giving special emo-tional-pleasure. "BoppIe" and "Cookie" rite Very usual ones.

Toddlers'iattention oftelfturnsnext to their own clothes; Shoeaare a firmfavorite for early earning. They have novelty value because the first pairhas only just been introduced and they stay in sight much more than dosweaters or pantsl

Many children do not get further than this_ before the middle of theirsecond year; New words come very slowly at first; being added, perhaps, ata rate of only one or two each month But the child is storing up under-standing of language -and eventuallyjoftenat around twenty months,burst out with a positive spate of new words. It is not unusual for a childWho says only ten words at eighteen months to be using two hundred by thesecond birthday;

The new spate of wordS_Will_almost all be- centered on the child himself, Heis most interested in the things which are part of, of_concern himi_and
theie arethe things he chooses to talk about; He will learn the names for'parts _of his_own bodY; He will find his hairbrush and name it, avoid hiswashcloth white naming it -and escape from his crib, by name.-sWhen he beginsto extend his words to things that belong outside his own Mime they willstill be things that are important_ to him; he may learn tO'hame the birdshe enjoys feeding with crumbs bet he will not bother to speak of the schoolthat is important to his sister!

Although these single words are all simple name-labels for ['Millet objectsthatthethild can seei he-uses them in an increasingly varied way as hereadies himself for_the next stage of speech. You can help him along -by
paying attention not only to the word he says but to the way he says itHe may label the family pet "dog" and you acknowledge that he is indeeda deg, But next time he uses the puts aquestion mark after it. ."Dog?" he_sayS, Watehing_him trot across the garden; Answer the questionmark: tell him Where the dog is going. He may even make moral judgementsWith his single words. Watching the dog scratching in youf flawer bed he

4!
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may say "Dog" in tones of deep disapproval. Make it clear that you haveunderstood him by agreeing that the dog is doing wrong.

11 d-iak-iitote than one word_at-

_Once he has acquired a good collection of single words and has learned touse them with varying intonations and meanings, your toddler will_MOVe onto the tWo=word stage without any prompting. But-do not expect his first
phratet to be grammatically correct.- He adds a second word in order to com-municate -_a fuller or more exactmeaeingi_net in order to speak more "prop-erly". He will not go frota"ball":to_"the ball" because "the" adds nothingto what he__Wants to say about the ball. Instead he will say "John ball " -or"more ball ". Don't try to correct him. If you do, you will limit his plea-sure in communicating with you Try to make himhfeel that each new efforthe makes in this difficult business of_talking i4 worthwhile; When he says"ball" lid_ may mean on of anumber of things* Init. when he says "John ball"
it -is much easier to ess that he means "Es this John's hall?" or perhaps

JOhn play ball?"

.

Two-word phrases make_ tt smelt easter to understand the toddler's thoughtprocesseA. You will he fur example, (lint lit ts beginning tobe able to think abour things which arc noL actually visible; if he wanders
around- the room saying "Ted? ", "Ted?'you may gtieSS that he is thinking
about- his teddy:bear, but once he- wanders around saying "Where_Ted?" you
will know that he is searching for it You will be able to hear his early
concepts_fOrMing too. If he has been at the_Stage_Wheie all animals were_
called "Pussy" and he now meets an Alsatian dog and dayg, in tones of doubt-
ful amazement, "SIC pussy?" you will-know thtmt while he atIll_does not have
a separate word for dogs or for animals-that-art=not=tatg,_he does have a
clear concept Of Cats themselves and is quite aware that this large dog does
not fit into it!

Sentencea-and-grAMMer

Once-he has begun to make two-word phrases your toddler will -soon add an-
other word or two and Make sentences. Rut he wilt -not dothig_by copying
the things he hears you say. His sentences_willfollow strictly_communica-
tiveand logical of grammar which willusually be quite different from
the "correct" grammar Of whatever language you happen to speak.

Don't try to corr your child's grammar; 1k will not alter what he says to
suit your inStriiti.sts4 but yonr_dissapprovnl will put litm01-1. Ile needs to
feel that anyaieggage he communicates is welcomed for itself, so just listen
to him instead.

the order--01-=-th-e-thILO-s- words. HO rarely gets this wrong. If
to tell his mister she IA Onughly he will Say "naughty Jane";
wants to toll you that hi:: :aster ig naught-9_, he_ will say "Jane
if_he wants to tell you that he hakSeen a buk he will say "see
is he wants you to come quickly to the window and see the bus for
he will say "bus; see".

Listen to
he_wants
But if he
naughty";
bus", but
yourself,
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LIsten to the way your-eh-I-Id makes past ',Tiscsi Most English verbs aremade into the past tense by Adding a "d. ,ound; The toddler extends therule and says "he goed" and "I corned ",

Sometimes for good measure he adds the "d" sound to a verb that is aready in the past tense so that he says ".1 wented" or "she heened1%

LiAten-to-the_waY _plurals are made.- Mnsc_English words are made pluralby aoding an "s" or a "z" sound. _The toddler extends this 103ieally to allwords and gays "sheeps" and "mouses".

Listen to your_toddler using phrases AS if thcl, were all one word. PhreSeawhich the toddler has understood for many Months often seem like singlewords to hit. When he comes to use them with Another word, 'he cannot Sep--orate the first -two to get the grammar right._ NPF has heard "pick up","put on" and "give- me" over and over again. Now he says "uck up it","put on them" and "give me it".

Learning-to get grammar right

AtOddler's early sentences are hb: voi-yuwu Ortenal telegraphest, dev-
eloped out of his desire to communicate ihtereSting, and exciting things
rather.than imitated from teaching adults. Corti/timing evidence of this
came from a smar boy who was taken to see A_ football match; Thrilled bythe scene he sai 'see lots mans!" It was the first time he had ever
seen anything e' at kind and he could not possibly have copied the
sentence from , _t ,,peech. An adult would Utile communicated the same mes-sage with the _otem:;1!: "See what a lot of men ". I f you compare the sounds
of the two sentences_ you 1.7! find that they have almost nothing; in common,The little boy had thought up his sentence n11 for himself.

Your child will speak his_lariiiage and he will listen to you speaking yours.Your quick and understanding response to the things he says will keep him
interested in communicating_With you, while your correct speech keeps_a
model in front of him to which he will gradually adapt his own. When he
_rushed into the kitchen saying "Baba cry, quick!" you know that hemeans

baby sister is crying and you should go to her at once. You show that
you understand his language but you answer inr!itr own: "Is Jane crying?
I'd better come and see what'S the Matter."

if you. insist on correcting yourtiiddler's telegraphese and making -him
say things "properly", you -will born him and hold up his languagedevel-
opment. He is not interested in- saying that- same thing more correctly;
he wants-to say something; new Let hIm Speak in his own way and don't
pretend that you do not understand hiM When you do.

If_yoU reply to your toddler only in his own "hnby talk", you will also
hole up his language development because you will not be providing him
With new things to say: So along with letting him speak his way,_ make
ante that you speak your way, too. _Let hitask_you for a "gookie" if
that is his word for it; let him tall you that he has "eated it". But
you offer him a "cookie" and ask him whether he has "eatenAt" yet. As
long as you both understand each other and AS Ions; as you both say plenty
to each other, all will be well.



B. References

"Rules of Talking" (Parts 1, 2, and 3), Bill Wilkerson Hearing and

Speech Center, Nashville, Tenn.

Your Baby and Child, by Pine lope Leach.

Ski*Ei Model, Thomas C. Clark and Susan Watkins.

Department of Communicative Disorders, UMC 10, Utah State University,

Logan, Utah, 1975
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SESSION IV

HOW TO InPROVE YOUR CHILD'S TALKING

S



15 Minutes

5 Minutes

10 Minutes

30 Minutes

15 Minutes

30 Minutes

15 Minutes

-24-

AGENDA__Dt

- Introductions

- Questions from.previous sessions

- Shoe Story and F.,lycIopedia Story

- Child Communicative Intents and
Parent Reinforcement

- Show"RuIes of Tan inc.' from slide
41 to end.

Discuss helping use their
voice and improve their talking..

- Child-talk (homework samples) and
parent-feedback discussion

- Speech Development with charts



SES SIP IV

HOW TOIMPROVE YOUR CHILD'S -TWIN&

AGENDA OBJECTIVES MATERIALS/HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Getting Further Acquaint- To get to know each TellSoMething about you-
ed With Participants

In Class (15 tin.)

other better self that happened in

the last week

Questions From Previous

Week (5 min.)

To clarify information

already presented

Sharing Anecdotes -About To be aware of time and Presenter will tell

Shoe, Encyclopedia, &

Russian Translation

complexity needed to

acquire language

s; .ries of Shoe,:

Encyclopedia; & Russian

,

(10 min.)
Translation (See "Basic

toncepts"_for Session

IV; P. 27)

The Child'S Intent To be_aware of the Communicative Intents Invite audience partici- Compa% paticipent
(30 min.) diffiriatiays (Form U) win inbrainstorMing answers to hand-

N.young Children try

to communicate Infant and Child

ways their child tries

to communicate

out 0
1

COMMUniCatiOn

(Form V)

_ . . ,

Guide discussimi on "How

Many Ways Does Your

Chalkboard and chalk Child Communicate?"

List these on the

chalkboard

Reinforcing Communication To be aware of differ- Chalk and chalkboard Participants. will suggest Compare responses

ent ways to reinforce a parent strategy to to Form U

a child's communica- Use list of communica- reinforce each communi-'

tion intents tivc intents on

chalkboard

.cative intent listed

on chalkboard

A

Guide discussion on "What

should you do to re;

inforce your child's

communication?"

Record_ responses on

Chalkboard 85

0 ___. ..._....... ..



AGENDA

Developing Expressive

Language (15 min.)

Homework Samples of

Children Talking

(30 min.)

Speech Development

(15 min.)

9J

IP
SESSION IV

HOW TO INPROVE_YOUR_CEW TALKING

(continued)

IATERIALS/HANNUTS ACTIVITIES /PROCEDURES EVALWTION

To becou -,4n, of

different echniques

to pro! kg, expressive

language skills

To be aware of appro-

priate parent feed-

back in response to

child's talking

To become aware of

normal speech develop-

ment and precision in

articulation

"Rules of Talking" (Form

00 use last 2 parts)

Carousel, slide

projector and tape

recorder (for "Rules

of Talking" slide

presentation, slides

41- to end)

Language samples from

home

Speech Sounds (Form W)

Development of Speech

Elements (Forms X-1

and X-2)

Show slides 41 through

the end and discuss

last 2 parts-of "Rules

of Talking".Give example

of how to use each rule

PartiCipants read one

sample child statement

from homework list and

brainstorm adult

response using last 2

sections of "Rulei of

TalkiUg"

Use samples from all

participants

Discuss speech develop-

ment using charts

((Turns WI & X=.2)



SESSION IV

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR CHILD'S TALKING

A. Basic Concepts

1. After first hearing a new word it takes a time before a child

can use that word with Lomprehension.

Example: Shoe ry (vocabulary)

Ohe mother fi. t troduced the word "shoe" when her baby was 9

months Old. .:Jticed that the child was 27 months old before

using the word "shoe" with comprehension.

2. constructing sentences is a very creative process. It involves so

much more than repetition.

Example: Encyclopedia Story (syntax)

Pick up any volume of an encyClopedia. Randotly open it to any pages

and point to a sentmice; That particular sentence is so unique that

it will not appear any where else in that set of encyclopedias.

3. Coming. up with the appropriate meaning of words is a complex process.

Example:- Russian Translation. (semantics)

Computers have not been developed, as of yet, to translate correctly

one language into another. When the English sentence, "The spirit is

willing but the flesh is weak", was fed into a computer for a Russian

translation, the result was "The vodka is good, but -the meat is

rotten."

4. Young children use many different:voc.alizations and behaviors in

attempting to communicate. It is important for parents to recognize

and respond to these communication attempts. Some ways children
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attempt to communicate and parents respond include the following:

Child's Attempt Parent's Response

1. Cry Pick up, rorA, feed

2. Smile Smile back, pat

3; Gesture imitate, interpret, follow meaning

4; Reach Pick up, give something

5; Point Look in direction of pointing

6. Try to talk, babble,
vocalize

Imitate; '. nterpret, look pleased,
play vocal game

-7; Pull Bend down

8. Grasp Give visual attention

9; Gaze Gazing back

10. Facial expression Imitate, interpret

5. Language develops first. Precision in speech develops later.

B. References

"Rules of Talking" (Parts 4 and 5), Bill Wilkerson Hearing and Speech

Center, Nashville, Tenn.

Ski*Hi Model, Thomas C. Clark and Snoan Watkins.

Department of Communicative Disorders, UMC 10, Utah State University,

Logan, Utah, 1975



Communicating Intents

.0 infant or child may:

try to sign

or gesture

reach

Thy parents must respond

these communicative

grasp

From: SKI* 1975 9.c)



Infant and Child Communication

W147 they communicate

to demand or get somethings

to control the actions of others

to establish a bond beiween parent and child

to inform others of actions

How they communicate

gazing (early infancy)

pointing and other gestures

vocaliza0ons: cries coos, grunts.

facial expressions
01

babbling (uttering of meaningless sounds)

jargon (sentencelike strings of meaningless sounds or

hand motions used with intonation, rhythm and emphasis)



Two more ways to eiitiblish communication

between parent an'd child:.

The parent says something and then allows the child time

to respond . if the child does not respond, parents help.

* Reinforcement

The parent rewards the child for his communication
il

attempts, immediately after these attempts.
, 0

The parent may:

Give spoken praise Give an object Give non-spoken praise

From: SKI*11I975



Form W

SPEECH-SOUNDS

As children grow older, their ability to produce the -

more difficult sounds. improves.- The folloWing list includes
an approximate age in which children should be using a
sound correctly. (Regional dialects are not considered
speech problems. A standard (if there is one) seems to be
the Midwe4ern dialect.)

Don't expect your child to use a specific sound before
the age mentioned in the list. Remember, too, that of the
children tested in the research on which the list is based,
25% did not make th5 sounds correctly at these ages.

Look over the list of sounds carefully: $ecome famil-
iar with how each one is made. When explaining to your child
how to make a particuIa'r sound, simplify your description.
Don't try to rush a child's speech development; it will take
time. Plan on it. Don't pressure him to perform beyond his
Ability. If he's not ready, Wait a while. Always remember,
there is no exact time when a child must use a particular
sound correctly. Above all, learning to Make sounds and
using them in words should always be fun for both you and
him.

TEMPLIN SOUND DEVELOPMENT NORMS

loge Sounds

3 imam, nnnn, ng, f; p, h, w

4 y, k, b, d, g,

4 1/2 ssssi sh, ch

6 t; v, 1, th (without voice)

7 zzzz, zh, j, th, (with vitiice)

8 wh

1

From: Teach Your Child To. Talk

by D.Pushaw
Cebco Standard Publishing,I976



:r

.h

y

Age 3

-W; flower

-m comb

n Tenny

=n spoon

g- girl

-g- wagon

k= cat

-k- cookie

f- fish

;f. knife

t- teeth

:ed f om the Laradon Ar

DEVELOPMENT OF SPEECH ELEMENTS

Age 4

y- yes

-ng- swinging

-ng ring

-r- carrot

1- light

-mp lamp

j- dumP

-f- coffee

s- Santa

iculation Scale.

Age 5

bed

r- red

car

-1- yellow

=b bib

Age 6

-1 bell

big

-t- letter

-t hat

eh- Chair

-ch- kitchen I fl- flying

-ch watch

-sh- shoe

-sh fish

th- there

-th- nothing

-th Mouth

th- thumb J -sh- fishing

Courtesy of Edmonton, William. E

Age 7

v- vase

thr- three

t= zipper

-z- scissors

-a- whistle

=i house

sk- school

81- slide

Stop

an- snow

Child Language Fo

Age 8

Age

cage

-v stove

-th- brother

=ti nose

-z- measure

dation, Denver.



FORM X 2

THE-DEVELOPMENT-OF-SPEECH

By Speech Sounds

(43 to 5 months Back open vowels: ah, u

6 to 8 months Makes lip sounds: m, b, `a

Begins front vowels: ons in hod, a as ih.foot
T---

Begins making tongue sounds: 1 as in light

9 to 11 months Consistently produces lip-smacking sounds:

12 to 17 months Lip sound: w as in wow

Open sound: h as in hi

18 to 23 months Begifining to make:
JP

t-,d- n

24 to 29 months (m) as in mom

(b) as in ye -ye

(w) as in we

(h) as in hOuse

(p) as in Dotty

30 to 35 months (t) in toy or toot

(d) as in doggie

(n) as in no

36 to 47 months (k) as in -cookie

(g) as in ao or good

(ng).as in bats! baps)

48 to 59 months (f) as in fun; rouat

60 to 604= months (y) as in yellow or yo-yo

(v) as in valentine, give

(s) as in sun; bus

(4h) as in shoe; fish

(Ch) as in chair, watch

(1.) as in look, ball
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PREFACE

This workshop series, consisting of four two-hour sessions,

is designed to provide basic information to parents on how to help

their child listen and talk better. While this workshop was

originally developed for parents of young children with cliddle ear

problems, the information and ideas presented should be of benefit

to any parents with young children in the process.of acquiring

language.

This product was developed through Preschool C.H.I.L.D., a

federally funded project within the Toledo Public School System.

Support forthis project came, in part, from an HCEEP Grant

(OOG008000197) Of the U.S.O.E. The contents of this product,

however,: does not necessarily reflect the position of policy

of the U.S. Office of Education, and no official endorsement of

these materialt should be inferred.



HELP YOUR CHILD

TO

LISTEN AND TALK BETTER

Page

Title 1

Purpoe

Target. Audience 1

Rationale

Format

Preparation Procedures r

Facilitating Factors

List of Forms 3a

Curriculum Content:

Session I HOW YOUR CHILD.LEARNS TO TALK 4

Session II HOW HEARING AND TALKING GO TOGETHER 11

SeaSidn III HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN AND PAY
ATTENTION' . 17

Session IV HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR CHILD'S TALKING 23 .
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GUIDE

to

PARENTIO E- --O. -
on

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Help Your Child to Listen and Talk Better

PURPOSE: Provide basic information on how hearing and talking go
together and offer practical suggestions on how to foster
IiStening and language skills in young children.

TARGET
AUDIENCE: Parents of young children with suspected or identified

language and/or hearing deficits.

RATIONALE: Parents play the key role in the growth and development
of their child. This is especially true in terms of _

language development. To be effective in nurturing the
language development of their_childi_ parents need a
basic understanding of the relationship betWeen hearing
and.taiking

Because of the frequency and serious implications of
middle ear infection in young children, parents also
need to be aware of the nature of otitis-media and how
to provide effective intervention for this Candition.

FORHAY: Informational sessions of two hours offered once a week
for a period of four weeks. Such a series may then be
repeated several times throughout the year. While regular
sequential attendance is preferred, repeating the series
allows a parent who may need to miss one or two of the
scheduled sessions the opportunity to participate at some
other time during the year. Some parents may also feel
it helpful to repeat the entire series or just one or two
particular sessions.

PREPARATION
PROCEDURES

1; Determine and make arrangements for appropriate tLme
and place for meetings.

Chings to keep in mind include:

- convenient time of day

Some parents, because of daily work schedUleso_
prefer evening meetings; others may prefer to be
home in the evening and would thus find morning
or afternoon sessions more convenient.

1
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Perhaps offering One series in the morning or after-
noon and the next series of meetings in the evenings
would serve to accommodate more parents.

convenient time of year

Times to avoid would perhaps include the_period
immediately preceding Christmas, known bad weather
seasons, and late in the school year when interest
may be waning.

comfortable setting

A warm informal setting that allows for group
interaction is preferable to a classroom-type
environment.

2. Contact resource people (audiologist, speech/language
therapist, etc.) to serve as presenters for different
sessions.

3. Secure necessary equipment -and materials. Such
equipment may_include overhead projector, Slide
projector, video tape recorder, screens, etc.

Materials that may be used include such things as
pocket folders (for agendas, hand-outs, notes, etc.)
pencils, and appropriate hand -outs (see list of
forms, p.3a)

4. Inform parents of the meetings.

There are a variety of ways to advertise these meetiags;
Using a combination of options usually produces better
results than limiting promotion to just one mode;

Different options include:

- flyers /brochures sent home with the children or
mailed. (Bulk mailing may be considered as one
way to keep expenses at a minimum.) (see sample
flyers, Forms A,B-1,13-2, & B-3)

- notice printed in a Parent Newsletter

- notice pasted on strategic' bulletin boards

- personal phone calls to parents

enrolling parents in the class at the time of child-
intake into the program

notice in the local newspaper

-

- word-of-mouth through staff members, volunteer
parents, and parents who have already participated
in such sessions. (Word -of -mouth is probably the
most effective method of advertising0
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FACILITATING
FACTORS:

1. Car pools may encourage regular attendance. A specific
number to call fo/='car pool information could be posted
with the meeting announcement. One person on the
staff or a volunteer could serve as car pool coordinator.

2. Baby-sitting arrangements during the time of the meet-
ings is another important consideration that will
free more parents to attend the sessions. Junior
high or high School students from a nearby school or
volunteers could possibly provide such baby-Sitting.

3. Coffee, or coffee and cookies, helps to get a meeting
off to a good start. This puts parents at ease and
facilitates their participation at question and
discussion times.

4. Name tags and introductions for presenters and parti-
cipants help in getting people acquainted. This also
facilitates participation at discussion and question
times. Name tags for the young children also help
the sitters relate more readily to them.

5. Clearly indicating "Free" on meeting announcements
about the workshop series and accompanying babysitting
services will perhaps invite more people to take
notice;

6. Using the names and titles of presenters for the
program may be more effective than just listing
topics to be adaresded.

s-
11u



PREWORKSHOP FLYERS

Form A
Form B-1
Form B-2
Form B-3

SESSION I.

Form C
Form D
Form E-1
Form E-2
Form F
Form C
Form H-1
Form Hz2

- 3a -

LIST OF FORMS*

Sample Flyer - All SeSSiOnS
Sample Flyer - Session II
Sample Flyer - Session III
Sample Flyer - Session IV

HOW YOUR CHILD LEARNS TO TALK

SESSION II

Form I
Form J-1
Form J-2
Form K

SESSION III

Form L-1
Form L-2
Form M
Form N
Form 0
Form P
Form Q
Form R
Form S
Form T

SESSION IV

Form
Form V
For W
Form X-1
Fiarm

Sample Interview_Technique
Ideas From Parents
Stages In Language Development
Stages In Language Development
Language Development Chart
Normal Language Samples
Matching Came
Matching Came Answer Sheet

HOW HEARING AND TALKING GO TOGETHER

Let's Look Inside
Parts, Problems, and Treatment
Parts, Problems, and Treatment Answer Sheet
Frequency Chart

HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION

Communication Game
Importance of Communication Interaction
Signals Important For Communication
How Does The Infant Know
Learning_About Objects And Events
Check;List Of NonrVerbal Communication
"Rules Of Talking"
Verbal Communication LiSt
Vstening_And Talking
Learning Language

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR CHILD'S TALKING

Compun1,0Stive Intent
Infant And Child Communication
Speech Sounds
Development Of Speech Elements
The Development Of Speech

*These forms are filed behind the outline for each session.

111



Form A

PARENT WORKSHOP SERIES:

[-L
T

CLASS I

CLASS II

BUTT=
SS E S

1

LD TO
TAL

2 HOURS EACH
HOW YOUR CHILD LEARNS TO TALK
McAuley - October 11 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
Jane Judy - Language Development Specialist
Toledo Public Schools Early Childhood Program

HOW HEARING AND TALKING GO TOGETHER
Monday - October 18 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
Barb Price - Educational Audiologist
Lucas County Board of Education

CLASS III HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN 4& PAY ATTENTION
Monday = October 25 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
Penny Mueller - Parent Education Coordinator
Toledo Public Schools Early Childhood Program

CLASS IV

McKesson Schots].
1624 Tracy Street

Refreshments
Babysitting Available

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR CHILDS TALKING
Monday - November 1 7:60 to 9:00 P.M.
-Dean Campbell - Mainstream Child Communication
Consultant - Toledo Public Schools Early Child-
hood Program

Please feel free to come to one or all of
these classes, because each classjs a
separate topic all by itself.

We can better plan for space and baby-Sitting
arrangements if you would call and let us
knoW you are coming;

For_more information call Dean Campbell or
Penny Mueller, 666=5181.



Form B-1

PARENT WORKHOP SERIES::

HELP YOUR CHILD TO
LISTEN AND TALK BETTER,

1 1 AR

A\ D

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 9:00 - 11:00 A.M.

Barbara Price, our Educational Audiologist, will be the main speaker

Please feel free to come to one or all of these classes,
CHERRY PRESCHOOL

because each class is a separate topic all by itself.:

340 Stanley Court

Baby Sitting Available
Refreshments



Form B-1

PAR.EN T W(DRK'SHOP SERIES:

HELP YOUR CH ILO TO
L- ISTEN AND TALK BETTER

L

GO TOGI-THER
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3,. 9:00 - 11:00 A.M.

Barbara Price, our Educational Audiologist, will be the main speaker

Please feel free to come to one or all of these classes,
CHERRY PRESCHOOL

because each class is a separate topic all by itself.
340 Stanley Court

Baby Sitting Available
Refreshments 1.



T

Form B -'2

S-)H OP 1_

HELP YOUR CHILD
LISTEN AND TALKBETTER-

TO
CF

NISI

ATIE\ O
THURSDAY - DECEMBER l0,. 9:00 - 11:00 A.M.

1 LD

Please feel free to come to one or all of these classes;

because each class is a separate topic all be itself.

CHERRY PRESCHOOL
340 Stanley Court

Baby Sitting Available

RefreShMentS

1: 15



Form B-3

PARENT 'WORKS-HOP SFR lES

H<ELP YOUR CHILD TO_
LISTEN AN D :TALK BLTTER

c:WT
PROV

D'YO,
TAL <I

Thursday - December L7, 9:00 - 11:00 A.M.

Please feel tree to come to one or all of these classes,

because each (-labs is a separate topic all be itself;

(MERRY PRESCHOOL
340 Stanley Court

Baby Sitting Available

Refreshurents
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CURRICULUM CONTENT

SESSION I

HOW YOUR CHILD LEARNS TO TALK

11



30 Minutes

30 Minutes

30 'Minutes

30 Minutes

AGENDA I

- Introductions and Interview QUestiOns

- Develop WOrking.Definitions:
communication; language; speech

- How'YouneChildren Acquire Language

= Matching Game using Stages in Language
Development

Hothework: Partibipant8 should start a list of samples
of their child's talking to bring back to
Classes III and IV.



SESSION I

TITLE: HOW YOUR CHILD LEARNS TO TALK

AGENDA

Getting Acquainted

With All Partici-

pants in the Class

(30 min)

Working Definitions

(30 min.)

Stages and :Process

'Of Normal Language

Development

(60 min.)

J

OBJECTIVES MATERIALS/HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES EVALUATIONS

To get to know each
.

Other

Sample Interview

Techniques (Form C)

.

Break into pairs interview

ead,other..

Introduce each 6thet to

.

the 'group

_

TO_deVelordefinitions Chalkboard, chalk Invite audience partici-

for'the terms patioa in defining:

mall -cation, Ideas fro; Parents

(Form D)

- communication

7 langunelanguaje, and -Ouch

- speech

Emphasize developmental

sequence progressing

from communication,

to language, to speech

Record audience input for

definitions of terms

To become aware of the Stages In Language Discuss charts

normal process Development Chart

through which young

children learn

DiScuss handbuts(Overhead transparency)

and handout

language k (Forms E-1 and E-2) Matching Game (Form H-1)

To- differentiate Language.Development Assign recording language

between receptive Chart (Form F) samples from children

language apd: at home

expressiVe language Normal Language Samples

(Fort G)

To become aware of

stages of language

development in the

early childhood

years , .

Compare partici-

pants', answers

to Form D

Compare partici-

pants' answers

with answer

theetMorm 1?-2)

0



SESSION I

A. Basic Concepts

There is a natural progressiOn from communication, to language, to

speech.

- a
Communication: imparting thoughts by speech or signing or writing; inter-

change of thoughts; sharing noughts; ideas, and feelings;

Language: communication: by voice - auditory symbols - set of symbolle6sed

in uniform fashion by numberiofiof people - non linguistic means

animals or language of birds - any kind of communication with set'of

symbols - any set of signs - signals or symhols which convey ing

including written words called language - mutual code or system to
7

communicate.

Speech: utterance - spoken language articulate vocal sounds - act of

talking-- acts of putting symbola.to uSe (example. He couldn't'

understand the speech of the natives because it was in a foreign;

language.)

How Young Children Acquire Language

Young children learn language by interacting with other people. The -

nature of. this interaction depends, to a large extent, on the age and

,

developmental stage of the young Child. The process of language develop-

tent can be divided into six different stages which are usually experienced

by young children from birth through eight yearS'of age.1 While all young

children go through these various stages in the same sequences; chronologi-

cal ages for the various stages may differ from child to Child. Thus;

parents and educators working with young children need to take their cues

from the communication efforts of the child in order to determihe the most

appropriate verbal response;

The six stages of language development are outlined in Form E. The

focus of this outline is on the nature of the child's communication attempts

122
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and appropriate verbal responses from an adult for each stage of language

development. Following is a summary of this outline (Form E).

Stage I

Child's Communication Attempts: vocalizations

Appropriate Adult Response: kind, loving, intoned speech

Stage II

Child: babbling with intonation

Adult: descriptive labeling

Stages -III

Child:- naming (actions, qualities, etc.)

Adult: simple sentences

Stags _IV

Child: telegraphic speech (a.L., "Mom come")

Adult: expansion- and modelinj and the use of more complex sentences

Stage V

Child: simple and complex sentences

Adult: cognitive ideas related to causality, comparisons; time, and

questions

Stage VI

Child: cog-nit-iv -e- a_a12 and -precision in articulation

Adult: reasoning and deductions

B. Implications for Working_With Young Children

Not all children accomplish the stages of language development at the

same ages or at the same rate. Thus, it is iniportant to carefully analyze
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a young child's communication patterns to determine which stage best de=

ecribes the child's talking. This information is then used to determine

What level.of response would be most appropriate for encouraging the young

child's speech and language development;

The following example illustrates how a parent might use The Stages

in Language Development as a helpful tool in appropriately matching verbal

responses to their young child's communication attempts.

Typical utterances of Jessie, three years of age, include "Me do it"

and "More juice." The parent notes that nese utterances represent tele-

graphic speech which is characteristic of Stage IV. ThUS, the parents e
4,-

concentrate on providing expansion, modeling, and complex sentences.

Providing expans -ion means acknowledging and reinforcing what the Child

says; Expansion usually involves repeating the child's thought in a complete

sentence. For example, in response to "More juice," a parent may say "Oh,

you want more juice."

Modeling involves increasing or extending the child's vocabulary by

adding new ideas and new words to hi3 or her idea. For example, in response

to "Me do it," a parent may say "You want to mix the Kool-aid. Here's a

big spoon."

Appropriate language modeling and positive reinforcement for the child's

communication efforts are extremely important for language development.

Strong reinforcerS include such things as attention and positive reaction

What the child SayS.
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW _QUESTIONS

What is your name?

What do you enjoy doing most?

What are your interests or spare time activities?

Will you tell me about your family?

What have you been doing in the past few years?



Form D

LREAS PARENTS HAVE SUGGESTED

COMMUNICATION:

- "sharing thoughts, ideas and feelings"
- talking
- receiving and tkAilling

- listening
- - sharing thoughts
= feelings
- gestures
- signs
- facial expressiom;
- body language
- understanding

two.people - back And forth
- get ideas across
- signs - TV
- touching

LANGUAGE:

* - mutual code or system to communicate
-. tool to communicate - verbal (words) voice - written
- culture and environment using symbols (sign or oral)
- complex process different Languages
- reading English
- vocabulary Spanish
- grammar French
- origin Vietnamese

Japanese- sounds
- slang Sign I.angtiage - hands
- parts of speech common words or signs (same)
- meaning alphabet
- tone or pitch sequence
- word order spelling
- formal

SPEECH:

act of talking
tone

pitch
articulation
pronunciation
intonation
inflection

Example from the dictionary of the difference between
speech and language:

"He couldn't understand the speech of the native's because
it was in a foreign language."

* = preferred definition



Form E 1

STAGES IN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

STAGE I
0-6 mo.

Lo4,1m-i!

KERE's EWS CIRO

loving.
intoned speech patterns

STAGE II
6=8 mo.

-oviskek!
14gRes *St Ilk

Babbling with Descriptive lab
intonation ing lobject presen!

STAGE III
12-15 mo.

WWWIKth-S

Naming (things, actions, 11--)_ Simple
qualities) sentences

STAGE /it
2 yrs.

vett WA'4T ml BM
I'LL THROW ir To

tAfi stviu-! you!

L

Telegraphic Speech 4----;-.Ex-parulion and
modelitaintend_crple

STAGE V
3 yrs .

AFAR FINIS
LIANCIlsv4E 1.L. PLAY
GALL !

Simple and complex f----) Cognitive lang7
sentences uage, e.g., causal-

ity, questions,

I

STAGE VI
7-8 yrs.

WHIP/ Do Will LOC*
Z tI SG_ GASEBALL i
BASEBALL saveR
TO F

Cognitive language ) Reasoning and
and precision in deduction
articulation



Form E -,2

STAGES IN LANGUAGE

IN

Kind,
loving,
intoned

speech
(patterns):

DEVELOPMENT

///r
_* U

Vocalize-)
tions-/I

0-6 Months

J- N

S T-A G E

1215 Months

O-U-T

Naming
(things,
actions;
qualities

N

Lscriptive
labeling

(object
A3resent)--

/. Cognitiv
language
e;g; causal-
ity, ques-
tions,

Comparisons

O U T

iMOle and
complex

sentences

STAGEV
3 Years

IN

STAGE II

6-8 Months

Expansion
and -modeling
andCbmpIex
sentences,

IN

O-U-T

Babbling
with
in tons t ion

0 U-T

Telegraphic
speech

S-T-A-G-E I V

2 years

easoning
and

deduction
"--

...J..1"

STAGE -V-I

7 -8,Years

_0 U T

Cognitive
language

and
precision_b

)C\-t!!:1-ni:1



Form F

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT CHART

ReceptivO

- 4osponds to quiet voice

months (calms or soothes the
child)

= listens and looks at
speaker

- localizes_ speaker
watching lips and

by
mouth

8-12 - listens to people talking
months (turns toward and attends

to speaker)

- generally localizes en-
vironmental sounds (turns.
head toward sound).

= understands names of
things

- understands siMple
directions ( "Come to
Daddy")

= Understands simple questions

12=18 - Understands names of large
months body parts

- begins_to group objects -
(animals, clothes, food)

- follows two consecutive
commands

.EXpressive .

- uses crying and cooing to ex-
press pleasure and pain

18-24 - aware of pronouns and
months verbs ("Give it to her."

"Brine the ball tome. ")

- can follow two_to three
relatedcommands ("Take thii
book and give it to Daddy. ")

- understands complex sentences
("After_we eat dinner mr4 will
play ball.")

- vocalizes to his name (coos
or gurgles when addressed)

- plays Pat-a-cake and Peek-a-
boo-type games

- begins using first words
with meaning

- uses and imitates more words
instead of gestures

- responds to music by Vri4liting
(babbles or coos)

- uses more consonant sounds such
as N, T, Tr, and it

- imitates environmental Sounds
(cars, planes, etc.)

- begins_using simple sentences
("Me go.")

- uses his first name (refers to
self by name)



Form F continued)'

Receptive

24-30 UnderetAnds several action
months words, such as eating,

running

- Understands function_
type questions ("What
do yoU wear to bed?")

30-36 - understands most common
months verbs, adjectives, and

prepositions

- is curious why and how
things work

remembers things from
recent past

36-48
monthi

- enjoys liatening to
longer stories

- understands that words
can. have more than one
meaning ( "Do You hear the
dog bark?" "Lat'S feel
the bark on the tree.")

48-60 = knows coMmon opposites _
months (big, little; hard, soft,

heavy, light, etc.)

= Can classify a group of
objects into basic categories
(foods, animals, clothing,
etc.)

Expressive

11806 telegrsphic phrases, suc)
as, "Ma go home."

= asks for help, if needed

- talks abOut hi8 experiences

-; uses pluralforms

plays with rhyming Words and
sounds

- asks lots of questions

- Uses more_thin one complete
sentence to express an idea

- uses his_talking.tO control
otheri. ("I want a cookie now.")

- may have some normal nonfluencies
(r,oeating sounds, syllables, Or
whole words)

- utes_more_comPlex'senteneee and
question forms

- may still exhibit some nonfluenoies



Form G

NORMAL LANGUAGE SAMPLES

1 ye_arl up ;. oh ta - oh_ ya ta - a ma - eee eee - m am - a ya -_ a 1111
more - ma-ma - hum - yum - ya - ma ja na ma - ha ha ha = byd

years
6 months: I want a piece in my purse - Coll climbing_ way up there 1

want_a piece - Coll, let me neet it; Thanks,- Button this -
What? = no.my dolly go - you my mutter - Do dat - dig - I can
do it colleen = okay - I put it away - puffet - a puppet

2 years

10 months: I can't know where it is -.Here hold this = I got five dollars -
I got twenty five- LoOk at Mickey Mouse - I got it .= Hey, will
you get me a pen to write - I want to write in Daddy's chair
with crayons - this is crayons, but not pens, I can't write on

3 years
8 months: This is grandpa's letter - Could_you_get that - your.busy right

now - eyes; nose and a face - and a hand and a_- whose is this
letter - would you push up more - could I stand up and do it -
it 's hard for me to write - I cozIld do sumpin like sit on it

4 years
6 months Move this stuff - Daddy, will you make these - Mommy, will you

make the airport - and do you like my new classroom - I sat in
the corner two times today - I don't know - when you were just
that tall - when I was in my mom's stomach - I'm using another one

e -

2 years
2-months: wanna hear Debbie - 1 want up - going night night bed - I want

randy up - I want little yamb - thank you - Mommy pick me up -
I'll have a ride - no, I want another bow - I want bow -
mama up - oh, oh - I want dat - I want dis - I wanna ride da piggy

2 years
10 months: What's a matter - those we don't need - I'm going to throw this

ball - move away from it - Cammy, you can't play - I wanna go
bake a cake - could I play with the-toys upstairs -I need a
measuring cup - I want to get out of here - baby wants his milk

5 years: I wish we didn't buy no Becky doll - well, we're going to have a
fire drill. on that bus - know why we're having a fire drill - if
there's a real fire, we go in the back door cause that's the
safest place - what has ten legs and an elephant eats it - a mouse

S years
3 months: Mom, do you want me to show you that I like this kind of cherries -

Now you gave me to much milk - I'll throw that in the,garbage - I
thought there would be lots of oatmeal - Mom, I wanted more than
this - everytime I stir it, it starts spilling - it's getting orange

2 years
5 months: Mommy straw - bending straw , huh, mine - no, Caroline do - Helen

come to Carpline house - Mom,. all done - see, fall down - no more -
Mommy toy .- up high potty - I go potty - Daddy pick up big one -
more - huh, come out - No Mom - more - in a minute - my spoon - no

13



1.

3;

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

10;

11.

12.

Form -1

MATCHING STAGES OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

STAGES

:hild begins using simple sentences;

:hild vocalizes to his name.

kdult uses intoned speech pattern

kdult uses simple sentences.

kdult uses reasoning and deductIrni.
,

.

',Mid talks 'about experiences.

:Mid uses crying and cooing to express pleasure and pain.

kdult labels objects;

kdult uses more complex sentences.

kdult uses more cognitive language and questions.

land uses names of things (labels).
I

:hild uses more complex sentences.

DeterMine the stages of language developffitAt.represented on the language
development chart.



2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

12.

Form H-2

MATCHING STAGES OFLANtUAGE DEVELOPMENT

STAGES

Mild begins using dimple lientenceS. IV

:hild vocalizes to his name; II

dUlt uses intoned speech pattern

kdiat uses simple sentences.
III

idult uses reasoning and deductions. ,

VI

:hild talks about experiences.
V

laid USes crying and cooing to express pleasure and pain. 1

siduIt labels objects.
II

clult uses more complex sentences.
IV

,
idult uses more cognitive language and questions.

V

Aiild uses names of things (labels).
III

:hild uses more complex Sentences. VI

Determine the stages of language development represented on the language
development chart.

V- " 13



SESSION II

HOW HEARING AND TALKING GO TOGETHER



AGENDA II

15 Minutes - Introductions

15 Minutes - Questions from previous session

30 Minutes - "Unfair Spelling Test"

60 Minutes - Parts of the ear: related problems and
treatment

Homework:

s.

Otitis media: symptoms, medical implications,
testing, educational implications

Remind participants to bring a liSt of
samples of their child's talking to
Sessions III and IV.



SESSION II

HOWHEARING AND TALKING GO TOGETHER

AGENDA OBJECTIVES MATERIALS/HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES EVkLUATION

letting Further Acquainted

With All Participants

in the Class (15 min.)

questions From PreviouS

Week (15 min;)

'Unfair Spelling Test"

(30 min.)

?arts of the Bar

(30 min;)

13u

To get to know each

other better

To Clarify information

already presented

To ansitizo partioi-

pants to the implica-

tions of mild hearing

diffiCulties

To be aware of the three

main parts of the ear

To be aware of the

fUndtion,_problems,

and possible treat-

ment of the different

parts of the ear

Tape recorder and

audio cassette

Tape "Understanding

The Hearing Impair-

ed" from the kit

"Kids Come in

Special Flavors"

P.O. Box 562.

Dayton, OH 45405

-or-

Record player and

record_ "Getting

ThrOUgn" by Zenith

Radio Corp,
_

6501 W; Grand Ave,

Chicago; IL 60635

Paper and pencil for

all participants

"Let'S Look Inside%
C.FOrt( .r)

Large Ear Chart

"Parts; Problems,

and Treatment"

(Form J)

Tell something about

yourself that happened

in the last few weeks

Solicit questions from

participants

Play recording of spelling

test

Have participants write

their answers

Sham impressions after

each section of test

Presentation by audio-

logist

"Parts, 'Problems,

and Treatment"

completed by

participants

(Form J)

13,



SESSION II

HOW HEARING AND. TALKING aTOGETHER

(continued)

J

AGENDA

Otitis Media

(30 min.)

OBJECTIVES

To develop understand-

ing of the nature of

otitis media

To develop awareness

of symptoms of otitis

media

To develop awareness of

importance of medical

attention for otitis

media

To develop awareness of

testing procedures

for identifying otitis

media

To develop awareness of

treatment procedUres

for otitis media

To develop awareness of

potential long range

educational implica-

tions particularly

language

MATERIALS/HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES

Frequency Chart(FOrME)

PiMPhletS:

Understanding Otitis

Media - Burroughs-

Wellcome Co.

Research Triangle

Park, NC 27709

Tonsillectomy ana

Adenoidectomy -

StarkeY.Laboratories

Box 9467_

MinneapoliS MN

55440

Myringotomy

Starkey Laboratories

Box 9457

Minneapolis, MN

5544

iaring. Health

Care Series -

Otitis Media

tAtio0

P.O. Box 1511

Union, NJ 07083

Other. appropriate

pamphlets

Open discussion of siddle

ear problems and_their

implications including

participants sharing

experiences, questions

and concerns

EVALUATION

13LJ
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SESSION II

HOW HEARING AND TALKING GO TOGETHER

A. Basic Concepts

1. The ability to hear well is critical to language acquisition.

2. Information on the three parts of the ear, related problems and

treatment is included on the chart, "The Ear: Parts, Problems,

Treatment."

3. Otitis media, or the presence of fluid in the middle ear, is one

of the most frequent causes of conductive hearing impairment in

the preschool years.

4. Repeated bouts of otitis media are common in young children usually

under age 6 and occur more frequently in winter than in summer.

5. Symptoms of otitis media may include the following;

-ear infections (draining ears/ear aches)
-fever
-mouth breathing
- tonsilitis
- rubbing/pulling at the ears
- inconsistent response to sound
- use of gestures rather than verbal expressions
- need for radio and TV to be excessively loud
inconsistent behavior on a day-to-day basis

- irregular sleep patterns
-difficulty recognizing environmental soulds
- difficulty with speech and language
=difficulty locating the source of sounds not in line of vision
=inability to follow, or attend to, stories read aloud
=balance problems
- distractability by outside noises
- frequent need for repetition of directions and information

6. Impedance audiometry is a very effective screening procedure for

identification of otitis media.

7. Prompt medical attention is extremely important for young children

with recurrent otitis media.

8. Recurrent otitis media in the first 6 years may lead to language/

learning difficulties beyond the pre-school years.

1 4
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Form I p.3

"v

What does the doctor see when he looks in the ear? Can a doctor tell it

my child has a hearing 1o8s by lucking in mychild's ear?

Should 1 take my child to an ear doctor to see if he ha8 a nerve loss?

Can a dolor operate on MY child's ear and "help him?

These questions and countless Others have come from parents upon find-

ing that their child has a hearing loss. Thete are good questions and they Show

that parents have been thinking about their 'child's problem as well as any poasibli

solttions to the problem.

NOW let's talk about the ear; the anatomy, What the ear looks like,

and how the ear works or how you hear: We hope in deSCribing the ear and its

function that we will have answered some of the questions you too have been

ask ing.

The-ear is divided into three parts: The OUTER EAR,, the MIDDLE EAR,

and the mom-EAR.

14;
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The OUTER EAR (See # 1) is the poction oi Ihe ear which you can sec.

When you ask a young child to shop you his ear, he will reach up and touch the

OUTER EAR.

Another part of the outer ear is the ear canal. This canal is like a

tiny tunnel. if you look into the ear, you would see one end; or the opening,

of the tunnel. Although this tunnel is only about One inch long, 4'. is difficult

to see the other end without an instruMent the dOctor uses. Wax which is made iu

the ear canal protects the ear. One should avoid using hard objects, such as g-

aps, etc., to clean out the. canal. If ynu see your doctor regularly for ear

check -ups, there is no need to worry aboOt too much wax in the

Sometimes a child will fall on his ear While wearing his hearing aid

and you may notice redness; a small cut, or Some bleeding at this opening. It is

important to see your doctor so that he can instruct you when the child will be

able to Wear the earmold again;

The Other end of the tunnel is covered with a Very'thin skin or membrane.

This meMbrane is called the ear 'drum._ (Sec (F 2) When the doctor looks in the ear

With the light, he can e ear drum. its tOLor and shape tell him if the ear

is healthy or if there is an ear infection. The der drum is the dividing tine

between the outer ear and the middle car.

The MIDDLE EAR (See # 3) is a small hollow or cavity About the size

of a bean. In ,this cavity are three small bones frequently called the hammer, the

anvil, and the Stirrup bones which are hooked together to make a chain. The first

bone, the hammer, touches the eardrum and the second bone; the anvil. The anvil

also touches the third bone, the stirrup. The stirrup in turn rests on the second

membrane. This Second membrane divides the middle car from the inner ear and is

called the OVA-1.-Window.

There is another opening into the middle ear, a tube from the back of

14G
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the nose whtch travels to the Middle ear. This is called the EitatAchian tube;

One reason why Lhe very young child is more suseepl4bIe to earaches and infections

is because this tube is a direct route for-a runny nose to travel to the

ear. Ear infections occur in the middle ear. Now, thanks to new medicineS, ear-

aches can be treated rapidly by a doetot.

The INNER EAR (See # 4) is important for two reasons; The tiny snail

Shaped cochlea encased in bone is filled with fluid and contains thousands and

thousands of nerve endings. These nerve endings pick up the'Iounds'ut hear and

Send their message up the auditory nerve to the brain; Though we hear soundg

with our ears; it is tn-the brain that Understanding of the sounds takes place.

The three other circular tubes (See A.) Which you see in the drawing

Ate Called the semi-circular canala., TheSe also contain tiny nerves which help

us keep' our balance.
j
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There are two ways for sound to travel to the brain. One way isJ:by

AIR CONDUCTION; If there is a.sudden, loud hand el 0, this sound travels

through the ear canal to the eardrUM. The eardrum vtbrates and carries this sound

to the three little bones in the middle ear; This chain of bones carries the souud

to the nerve in the inner car. As the nerve is excited, a message- is carried

along the auditory nerve to the brain where we "hear" this loud clap.

if we have heard a hand clap before, and know what made the sound; we

Will Understand what this sound means. If we have not heard the sound before, 'it

,Will Merely be a, noise that is not familiar to us. Therefore it is necessary that

a child not only hear sound but understand its meaning.

We also hear through BONE CONDUCTION; This means that Sound also is,

absorbed or conducted through the bones of our skull. If you hum with your mouth

closed, and a finger in each ear, the sound you hear Is bone conducted. As we

hear ourselves talk we hear partly thtough bone conduction and partly through-air

conduction Other people ligtening to us talk hear our voices only through their

air conduction mechanisms. This is why you-think yoUr voice sounds strange,on

a tape recorder. You are used to hearing yourself by both air and bone conduction.

Listening to a record, you hear your voice only by air conduction and therefore

it sounds different.

The ear is a reMarkable; complex organ. A grand piano has 88 notes and

it is believed that the inner ear, approximately the size of a pea,.is sensitive.

to about 20,000.

It is most important as parents of deaf children that your child's ears

are kept healthy. At the first sign of an earache, go to your docter,'immediately.

A child with a hearing loss needs to be seen regularly by an otelogigt, an ear

doctor. He will tell you how often these appointments should be.
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SUGGESTED-- READING ON ANATOMY

"The Ear and How It Works ", by Francis L. Lederer, M.

If You-Have-A-Deak Child p; 63-71
Illinois Annal School for Mothers of Deaf Children

Available in Home Library

"Anatomy and Physiology", by Hallowell Davis, M.D.

Hearing_and Deafness - A Guide for Laymen

Edited by nallowell Davis, M.Q.
Peabody College Library

Sound and- Hearin

Life SCience Library
: Time, Inc., New York

147
3

Peabody College Library
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PARTS: OUTER EAR

PROBLEMS: Possible Hearing. Loss from:

Atresia) Swimmer s Ear,

Foreign Objects.

MIDDLE EAR

Possible Hearingjoss from:

nuid) Ruptured_Ear Drum

(scar tissue); Disconnected

Bones) Tonsils; Adnoids

(bloc4d eusta,nian tube),

Allergies

, _TREATMENT: Medication) Surgeryi Medication) Surgery_(Tubes)

Removal of foreign objects; Tonsilictomy) Adnoidectomy),

ERR EAR

0

VJ

Possible Hearing Loss from:

Damaged. Nerves, Meniere's Dis-

ease, Meningitis, High Fevers

(can be related to childhood

diseases)

Amplification but no medical

treatment. P"'

at)



Form K

.Frequendy in Cycles per Second
1i5 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Northern, Jerry and Marion Doun.,0 HearingAn_ChIldren, 2nd edition, WilliathWilkin Co., Baltimore) Maryland, 1978.
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SESSION III

HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION



AGENDA III

5 Minutes - Introductions

10 Minutes - Questions from previous sessions and review
definitions for communication, language, and
speech

15 Minutes = Communication Game

30 Minutes = DiSCUSS communication game and nonverbal
parent techniques to help child tune-in
to parent's talking

30 Minutes - Show "Rules of Talking" (Slides 1-40)
DieCUSS Verbal techniques parents can use
to help child tune -in to parent's talking

30 Minutes - Role Play
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SESSII III

HOW TO HELP_ TOR CHILD-LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION

AGENDA OBJECTIVES MATERIALS /HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES /PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Getting Further Acquainted

With Participants in the

Class (S min.)

Questions From Previous

Week and Working

Definitions (10 min.)

Communication Game

(15 min.)

lb get to know each

other better

To clarify information

already presented

Review of definitions

for communication;

language and speech

To become_ aware of

the problems_

encountered in

communication

Chalkboard and chalk

Tinker Toys

"Communication Game

Guidelines"

(Form L-1)

Team Numbers

(1-10)

Tell something about

yourself that happened

in the last week

Diacuss definitions and

record on chalkboard

Participants break up

into teams of 4-6

people

Play the game for 10

minutia. Refer to

"Guideline?

(Form L-1)

Discuss problems and

frustrations en-

countered by each

participant

Encorporate the follow-

ing ideas:

-What would have.made

the game eager?

-How did the various

team members feel?

Why?

;HOW did_ you feel

about the time Hitt?

Relate this to parent and

young children with com-

munication difficulties

Participiiits re-

lating iersonnel

experientes of

communiction

game to the ex-

perienceiof 1-1

young thildren I

learning language



SESSION III

HOW TO HELP-YOUR CHILD LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION

(continued)

AGENDA

Key Components in the

Communication Process

(30 min.)

Techniques for Fostering

Receptive Language

Skills (30 min.)

153

OBJECTIVES MATERIALS/HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES EVALUATION

To develop understanding

of who and what are

involved in the pro-

cess of communication

To become aware of non-

verbal techniques

parents can use to

help their child tune

in to the parents'

talking

Chalkboard and chalk

Importance of Com-

municative Inter-

action (Form L-2)

Signals Important

for Communication

(Form M)

How Does the Infant

Know (Form N)

Learning About Ob-

jects and Events

(Form 0)

Check-Lisi of non-

verbal.communica-

tiOn (Form P)

Carousel slide projector

and tzoe recorder for

"Rules if Talking"

(Form slide present-

ation .Uis 1-40)

Verbal co!: tion

List (Fr:11 R)

Invite audience input

as to what are the

basic ingredients

in the coounication

process

Record on chalkboard

Invite audience input

as to what techniques

they use to secure_

their child's atten-

tion

Record on chalkboard

Show slides 1-40 and

discuss first 3 parts

of "Rules of Talking"

Compare partici.=

pant's ideas

Compare partici-

pant's input

1

0
1



SESSION III

HOW-TO HELP YOUR CHILD LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION

(continued)

AGENDA OBJECTIVES MATERIALS /HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES /PROCEDURES EVALUATION

. _ . .

Reinforcing Parent

Communication

Techniques

(30 min.)

To practice verbal and

non - verbal parent

skills

Flour Food Coloring

Salt Measuring Cup

Bowl Water

Spoon

PlaydOugh Recipe:

Participants will plan

vocabulary, concepts,

and sentences that

they want to highlight

bring Olaydough ex-

perience.

List of vocabulary,

concepts, and

sentences

1 cup flour

1/2 cup salt

3 Tbsp, water

"ActiVities"

Trainers will list ideas

on chalkboards or

overhead,

Chalkboard/Chalk or
TwovolunteEi .1 Audience partici-

Overhead/Pena

"Listening and Talking"

(six months to- one

year) Foi-M S)

playdough, .',

time each r .'n,

audience wt"

to talk :A . Z

happening in ,x-

perience.

pation -i

N
c:,

m

I

Learning LanguageOne

to Two and a Half

Years (Form T)

Following ac:ivity dis-

cession will occur

Guide Questions:

-How did we do on

bringing out the

concepts, vocabulary;
.

and sentences we

mentioned we were

going to stress?

. -What other areas were
et

brought out?
.

-What other areas

could we have brought

1"v%%. out that we didn't?

. ,

16'



SESSION III

HOW TO HELP -TOUR CHILD-LISTEN AND PAY ATTENTION

. Basic Concepts

1. Key components of communication include:

(a) Who's involved - a sender (one who gives a message) and a

receiver (one who receives the message)

(b) What'S involved - process of turn-taking

2. Two concepts that are important in sending a message&

(a) what is being_ sent - verbal communication

(b) hoW the message is being sent - non-verbal communication

Techniques for improving parent' non-verbal skills, to encourage

child's attention:

- Be close to the child

- Look at child

- Use facial expressions (dramatic

- Use interesting intonation (most important feature)

- Use gestures

- Use touch

- Convey warmth and acceptance

4. Techniques for improving parent verbal skills:

- Talk about the here and now

= Talk about the obvious

Talk for the child

.= Put the child's feelings into, words

- Use names of things

- Use short simple sentences

Talk aboUt what you're doing

- Use repetition



FORM L - 1

C 0 M M U N I C A T-I 0 N

G-A M E

Team Members:

Runner
Looker
Build r
Captain
observer

Looker - Assigned_to remain in room with model; Meets with
runner :,f his team outside door of room and describes
model to him.

Runner - Relays this_information to builder; He may use
language and gestures but may not point to building
pieces.

Builder - Tries to construct model from informati ,iven by
runner.

Captain = May view model =!s often as he wishes and then may
only say to bu_1,er, "Right" or "Wrong" or "Stop";

ObaerVer = Member of adifferent team who sees that rules
are f011oWed.

Conference - Members of a team may call for a team conference.
At Chia time, all members may meet in the hall
and discuss the project. At the end of confer-
en_e, each member returns to hi.a asniv.n.sd post.

I) Minur.es

At the end of 5 minutes, mmouncement wth be mad that
70inutes 1.emain to cc; -)letF, project.



Importance of ommunicative Interaction

Interaction:

fr Parents communicate
withchild

Child attempts to

communicate with parents = Communication

t Parents are sensitive to

&Ns communicative intents

F Parents respond to &lids
communicative intents

CommunicationLan e
From: Project _SKI*HI , 1915

Visual Aids to Accompany Project SKIM'

Home Hearing Aid Program

By: Stven 11; Vi-elaeg 166



Signals Important for communication

awn types of signals

washer

6010 vole (1/81)

46t
*0 A 1

Al, iP 64)ist v

e 3
0 4

* *0

.tto

How does the infant or yOutig child how
which signals are important for conttunication?

Combining the signals with meaningful events:

Feeding
1

Diapering

Playing

Comforting

Bathing
1915



How does the infant or young child know which

eommunication signals are more important to pay

attention to than others?

* intonation or voice melody

* facial and body expression

* repetition

* simplicity

lore and to g directly to the child

1 Li

.

From: RIC, 1975

1 7u



LearningAbout Objects and Eventsin the Environment

* How does the Want or young child know whichobjects and events are important?

Movement

Happening Often

Parents Drawing
Attention to Objects and Events

prom: SKI *H1; 1975

r.



Form P

Checklist of Non-verbal Communication within Utterances
Parent

tterance
Close to
Child

Looking
at Child*

FACial
EicpteSs-
ions

Interesting
Intonation

Gestures- Touch Conveyance
of Wattth
and Accept-
ance

1.

3.

.

-4.

S.

6.

7.

8.--

9;

M
11.

-1-2.---

13.

14.

15.

16.

17

8._

19.

20.

---4

22.

Percent
of total

* Parent advisors should remind parents that when they are provi6ihg ad conchath
stimulation or teaching a specific auditory skill; looking directly at t172 child
may not be necessary. From Ski*Hi Manual



Form Q

THE RULES 01; TALY1NG

How to Get and Maintain the Child's Attention

1. Get down on the child's level, as close to 'Ifs e;rs as possible.

2. Let your face and your voice tell your child that what you are
doing is interesting and fun.

3: Let the child actively pAtti-c.i.,; . Languag a is best learned
while doing.

4. Tuna into the child. Talk about what interests him.

What to Talk About

1: Talk about: the HERE AND NOW.

2. Talk about the obvious.

3. At time, talk for the child.

4. Put the child's !'oolings into words.

How to Talk to a Child who cloesn't yet.hav-e spoken-words

1. Everychin thJN a name. Use a name:

2. Ose short simple sentences;

3. When you words; put them hack into a sentence.

4. Use natural gestures when you talk.

-5. Tell, then show the child what you are doing.

6. Use repetition. Say it again and again;

7. GiVe the child a chance to show that he understands:

How tet-Ile-lO-a-Child-u-se his voice to make sounds

1. Imitate the child's repeated movement and add voiced sounds to
go along with -the movement.

2. Vary the sounds you make to the child. Make it interesting for
him to listen

3. Give the child a chance to use his voice. Be a listener as well
as a talker



Form Q (continued)

Hoy to-Help a Child use his voice to make sounds (continued)

4. Imitate the sounds the child makes.

5. Reward the child when he uses his voice.

How to Talk when the child begins to use words

1. Reward the child when he attempts to say A word.

2; Repeat the child's word and put it heck into a sentence.

3. When the child uses telegraphic speech, repeat his thought in
a complete sentence.

4. Expand the child's vocabulary by adding new words.

5. When the child uses incorrect language or speech; repeat it
cerreetly.

6. Let the child hear new sentence forms.

7. When_the child expresses an idea, expend his thoughts by adding
new information.

Sue Lillie; M,S;; Head Teacher
Mama Lore Parent Teaching Home

Acknowledgement:

The Teaching Staff
Mama Lere Parent Teaching Home
The Bill Wilkerson Hearing and

. Speech Center, Nashville, Tem.

SuPported by:

The 11. Office of Education
through Grant itEG - 70 - 4709 (618)



Form R

VERBAL COMMUNICATION LIST

1. Parent responds when boy cries with reassuring vocalizations
(talk, hum, coo) instead of using pacifier, bouncing baby, etc.

2. When child babbles, parent imitates and/or expands babbling.

3. When child makes repetitive bodily motions; parent adds vocatiz-
ations to accompany child's motions.

4. When parent communicates to child, parent initiates new babbiing
for child to hear;

5. When -alks to child, patent discusses meaningful, daily
activity: lild (obvious "here and now" activities).

6. When parent communicates to child, parent_talks about fun things
that interest child (tak advaniai:e natural curiosity).

7. When child expresses communicative intents (pointing, looking,
tugging, vocalizing, etc.), parent responds with simple language.

8; When parent talks to Child, parent uses names of things rather than
excessive use of pronpuns or pointing;

9. When pakent directs conversation to child; parent uses short simple
sentence's rather than long complicated ones;

10. When parent communicates to child, parent allows child a chance to
take a turn (make a communicative expression).

II. When child communicates to parent in any way, parent reinforces the
communicative attempt.

1 76



Form S

LISTENING AND-TALKING
Six Months to OneYear

(Your Baby & Child - Penelope Leach)

This hal.yeat is crucial to babies' language development_despite the fact thatmany will not produce a single recognizable word before their birthday; Babieslearn language long before they can speak it; First they must_ listen to otherpeople's words and learn to understand what they mean; Only then will they beable .to produce meaningful words of their own.

_The importance_Of a baby's Iisteningend understanding is often Underestimatedbecause we tend to overestimate the importance of babies own word ptoductionand try to force babies to produce word-sounds by imitation. But just sayinga word or two is not useful langtmge; we are trying to bring up a person, nota parrot. So try not to confine your interest to listening for sounds whichsound like words, Saying words for your baby to imitate, and identifying hisor her_first real Words. Concentrate instead on givingthebaby_lOta of talkto listen to; plenty of opportunities for grasping the meaning Of the words heor she hears and an immediate and pleaSent social response to the Sounds he orshe makes.

Why babiet-learn to speak

Most people assume that babies learn to speak because they must communicatein order to get what they want or need. The facts do not support this_ simpleidea. Babies manage to communicate with their caretakers for the Whole oftheir first year without using words. So why should they suddenly feel _a needfor them? When they do produce some words they are very seldom wor' whichhave anything to do with the baby's needs. He will not first learn ,a Say"bisquit" or "come" or "up", he will learn instead the name-labels of peopleor things which are emotionally important or pleasurable exciting to him.

Pleasant emotions may be the key to the deVelopment of speech; Babie8 are bothwith a built-in_interest in listening to human voices and a built-in tendency_
to produce babbling sounds of their own. During the first six months, the babyJcomes to associate the gentle, pleasant speech sounds he hears from you with
pIeasure_and with having his needs fulfilled. When he babbles he hears his
own noise's as similar to your voice and so those sounds are associated with
pleasure too. His awn sounds make him feel pleased and happy because of
their association with yout sounds and you, sothebaby_ia motivated to $o onmaking more and more_sounds,_to elaborate his babbling into the more compli-
cated form we call "jargon" (see p. 263) and eventually to develop actual speech
(see p. 355).

This is only a theory, of course, but it is a theory which -fits meny.observablei
facts. Deaf babies, for example, babble normally until around the middle of
the first year but instead of incteasing_in amount and elaboration, their
sound making then dies away. It may well be that they stop making sounds be=._
cause they are notreceiVing_the affectionate feed back which motivates 'normal
babies to to on. There are leSS extreme 'es Which support this theory too.
One little girl who was born tiertially_e failed to develop sounds be-
yond the babbling stage. Examination ' I that her hearing loss was



Form c, F:2

atiffic1. off_ from gentle speech aoUnds but was not great enoughto cut t angry talk or the sounds of her own crying. She could hearWhen her were cross with her or when she herself was ltiserable, butshe thoilld not hear when they were affectionate or she herself was happy.
If yo0 liaten to the development of your own baby you may well feel that hisbehavior alSo_ fits this theory. Throughout this half year_he will do r!1 histalking, Whether it to an adult or to himself; when heja pleased and ex-cited or at least happy and content. When he is cross and Unhappy he wi Inot talk; he will cry. Whenever you hear him carrying on A 'COnVersatic,rwith hitaelf,_Making a sound; pausing as if for an answer and then speakingageLn. yOU will find that 114, noises sound like pleasant; friendly_Or_joyfulape c` bUtfiever like cr, r irritable speech: When the time finally comesfor your baby_ tl produce q1 words they too will be in A pleasant context. If"ball" is to be his first ::ord it will _not be spoken in angry deffiand but inplea.- -i-4 comment. if your 11-87:1t! is hiS first word, he will not use it firstas A reproving whine but P delighted greeting:

Th-e- -JtA-Opment of speech sounda-

In 0,6 middle of this first year most babies will carry on long babble con-
versations with an adult; it king a Sound, pausing while the other personreplies and then answering back again. The baby will continue "or as long_as you will i:o on looking and cpeaking directly to him: He cannot yet talksto you If hr cannot see you nor evn respond vocally if you call across theroom.

Most of the sounds are still single syllable cooing noises; He says "Peas"and "Maaaa" and "h0000" He intersperses them_with laughter and gurgles andhiccups of delight. His conversations are all joy. If he is cross he will
not talk; c.'nversely, if he will talk to yoU he is not miserab

DUring the :;yenth month the baby becOmes increasingly on Oiealort for sp<2ethsounds. He begins to search the room with his eyes if you call. him when youare out of sight. He will toc)k for the Source Of the voice on the radio, too,
ready to respond with conversation as soon as he can disc,..ver who is talking.

Towards the end of the seventh month you will hear_ elaborations of his own
sounds, The first change is that he turns hisc-,bing_noiaes into two syl-
lable "WordS" by repeating them. He says "Alal" and "Ainam", "Mumum" ane
"BOOboO". Gradually these "words" become more separatc froM each other,
with less musical_cOoing between them: this happens, usually by_ the
end of the seventh month; there are new sounds on the way. ThiS batch is
more exclamatoryand_less dove-like: he says "Imi!"; "Aja!", "Ippi"...
These new two syllabl "words" seem to make the baby increasingly excited
by his own sound making, they are in his repertoire; he will probably
wake you each morning with A daWm chorus of delighted talk in which he be-
haves exactly as_if you were in the room and talking_tohim; He will exclaim,
pause, speak again, pause_ and then say some more, and he will go for min-
utes at a time, entertaining himself until you choose to go and join in.
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During the eighth month most ba'Aes begin to take an interest i% adultconversation; even when it is not directly aimed-at theM. f your babyhappens to be Sitting between you as you talk over his head; that head willturn from one of you to the other as each speaks._ He behaVe8 as if yourconversation Were a tennis match he was closely following. But the talk-ing game is too good for the baby to let himself be left out for long. Soonhe learns to shout for attention; It is not a yell that he produces nor asqueal not acry:_ it is a definite and intentional shout; It is often thevery first time that the baby uses a speech sound with a specific Communi-cative purpose in mind.

Soon after the Shout, many babies learn to sing. Of course the song IS notelaborate: four notes up or down a scale is alp-out average; But it IA quitedefinitely musics; usually set off by your singiag, by music on theradio or "theme Lu-. on tel,,wision:

The ninth month usually produces exciting f;peech developments_which allhappen at once. The bsby's forms_of speech suddenly become much_more
elaborate, with long drawn out aerie'-- syllables_being produced_such 88"Loo- loo - loo -loo ". At the same tim begins to inflect and change theemphasis of his sounds; so that parents hear_ varied sounds sug-gesting questions, exclathations and even jokes among the babble. Then theformsof speech change yet again. This time !ne baby does not just add
more and more of the same Syllables to whr,t he says: instead he combines
all the syllables that he knOws inf,7, long complicated "sentences" such_as:
"Ah."deeTdah-boo-maa". Once this kind of combination, WhiCh is technically
called "jargoning", is heard, the baby is on the w2rge of producing real
words:

For another month or so you may not -be able to identify any words; but_thebaby speech sounds_become so clearly inflected, so varied and so expressivethat_h sounds exactly as if be were speaking, fluentlyi_but in a foreigh lan-guage: The jargon sOUnds so realistic that sometimes, if your mind is on
something else when he starts to talk; you may find yourself saying "whatdid you say, darling?", fOrgetting for the moment that he cannot really have"said" anything!

Most babies produce their first "real word duringthe_tenthoreleVetith
month; We cannot be exact, betauge first wor-_:s are surprisingly difficult
to identify: "Mutiny" is a good example. When a seven month old baby says
"mum"; few- parents will be fooled into thinking it is a real word because
they do not expect a seven month Old_baby to talk. But when that same baby
makes the same sound at ten monthS, it is easy to be fooled; _You are ex-
pecting words now so you tend to f them among all that babble; and to
forget that the actual noises you ie now considering for word-status are
sounds he has been making for months.

Identifying first words

There is no particular point in trying to identify yourbaby's first words;
It does not matter Whether heuses any or not at this stage: His expressive;
fluent, varied jargon is an abSolute assurance that he is going to speak when
he is ready.
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But the stages the baby goes through in gi:t.ing to words are interesting) developments and if you find them so -you help the baby's liffiguagedevelopment an:41g. Interest will make you listen carefToly to what hesays; Listening earefully will probably make you answ im vithMeore_adult talk. Beihg listened and replied Lb is what he mot;c needs for hisspeech development.

In the tenth or eleVenth_month the.ibaby is likely to-get the idea of usinga particularsoundto_refer to a particular object, but he:may still takea while to "decide" what sound to use as a name for the object he haschosen; One child, for example, used the bord "bon-boh"Wheh asking fcrher_ball; Later she used the word "dan"_about the same ball. On each
occasion -it was clear that ahe meant that_ball and dig not mean anything
else; but_she behaved a: if_all that mattered was to use a_word - any oldword would do. After a week or two of this kind of confesior., the Sally
moves on a stage and starts to use one sound; and only one sound, to refertoe a and only one object. But the sound he uses may Still_hot be a
"word- in the adult sense. It may be an "own- word "; a sound -that the
has invented, and attached to a particular thing or a partitUlar_person
But even if the "own=vord" has not the_slightest siMilatity to the
"proper" one, it should -be counted as a word if you know what he means by
it. _After all, the whole point of speech is communication between people.
If you know that your child nmjns "bus" when he says "gig", then he istalking to you.

II", babies learn their early words

tiabi,- of eight to tWelVe months e highly imitative. AS Well_as
;ctions they Will Often it :e word sounds; BecaUSe of this; many

patents spend a -sr-ear ilea]. of .e ing these months holding objects up
in front of theitbabieS and saying 'say F7'....-c:ishoe;_ say h-Oe,_darling",
and so on This kind of thing; probably d not -do babies harm. Theymay enjoy ielong "conversations" it gives, them_and they ma; enjOy_the
imitating g2me for its own sake._ But they w'li not learn to talk that way.
As we said at the beginning of the section (see p. 260), learning to talk
is not a matter of learning to imitate sounds for their own sake;

A baby hears a word like "shoe" over and over again in_daily life as the
constant sound in a large variety_of statement.% In one day you may
say to him '.'Where are your shoes ? "; "Ohi_what dirty shoes!"; "Let°s take
your shoes off"; put your shoes on"; "Look what nice nefi,_shoes";
T'- word "shoes" is the one sound whiChoccurs in all those sentences,,
and_it is always associated with those things that go an his feet; Over
days and_weeks he will come to associate the sound with the shoes; When
he -has made the association "ShOeS" - what are put on his feet, he will
know what the word means.

Your baby will probable learn the meanings -of- dozens of words before he
actually says more than one or two. He will first use words which mean
something joyful or exciting to him. Perhaps he has in_ fact underitood that
word_"shoe" for several weeks but has never Said_it. When you take him to
a shoe store and buy him a pair of bright red slippers, -his pride in them
as they glow on his feet may be :ghat stimulates him at lit§t to say "SHOES!"

I u ,
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He may have known that the recurring_ word "Toby" referred to the filthily_dog; a sudden rush of affection for him, as he plunks himself down beat-de
him, may stimulate the first use of hi. name.

FirstWOrdacome slowly but understanding_ of words goes on a pace; If yottbaby hag- only used a word or two by his_firSt birthday, don't assume thathe is not learning language. He is listening and learning to understand.;

Helpingyoulbab to listen and to talk

s of loving talk is the best overall help that you can give to -your baby's
language development, but there is talk which is positively useful and talk
which is less usefut:

Talkd-irectiyt-o-your baby. A baby cannot pay attention and liaten carefully
to general conversation. If he is in a room with his whole fatily_and every-
body is talking, he -will be lost in a :;ea of soend. You say something and
he looks at_you, only to find that your face i> turning away to his brother.
Brother repliesi sister interrupts with_a half-finished sentence_that ends in
an expressive shrug, andmeanwhie somebody else has started a side conversa-
tion and the television has been switched on Third or fburththildren
especially in families Where the children are born close together, Ate often
act-iolly delayed 11 their language development because they get so little
opnortunitv for uninterrupted one-.0-one conversation with adults. Even
if you arc, coping wit_a_baby, a toddler and a four year old who never stole
;asking "u:" try to find at least some times when you can talk to the baby

Don't a:tpatt him to learn as much language from strangers, or from 4
succebsion of caretakers, as he will from you:_ The baby learns the mean=
'Alga of words by hearing them over and overlagai- n in different sentences and
1,:ithvatying tones of voice, facial expressions and' body language from the
speaker, The more familiar he is with the person who is talking, the more
likely he IS to Understand. Talk from you will mean much more to him than
talkfrot_a Stranger. Indeed, even at the toddl- er stagefseep. 356) he
may be Otte unable to understand a stranger's words because the actlompany-
ing expressions and tones of voice are strange to him;

Make thAt_yoti actually use the key labelling words when you talk;
The :Baby is going to single_out_lavel-words which continuall) recur in
different sentences, like that label-word "shoe". _So when the two of you
are hunting under the bed, make sure that you -say "Oh, Where are your shoes?"
rather than "Oh, where are they?"._ When the_doorneeda ShUtt-ng, make sure
you say "I'll go and shut the door" rather than and shut it". The
child's own name is a vital label for him to learn. He will not think of
himeself as "me" or "I"; indeed as we shall see. Ehgliah grammar taker; this
kind of word extremely difficult for a child to learn because the correct
word depends on who is speaking. I am "me" ~o tiytelf,_bUt I am "you" to
you. So at this stage, you use his name-label, too. Don't feel embarrassed
because it is "baby_talk". "Where's P cookie for John?" you can say as you
rummage in the cookie jar. It will mean much more to him than "where's one
for you?"
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Talk -to the
babyabaat-things which areLphyeically grime -n- so that he can seewhat you are talking about and make an immediate connection between the objectand the recurring key word. "Wasn't it funny when that cat we saw ran up thetree?" will not mean nearly as much to him as "Look at that cat. Do you seeher ?" "The cat is going to run up the tree. There! A cat in a tree. ."

Talk about things-wh -ich interest 70urb-Aby. Not all your conversation canbe about immediately_ViSible things, but you can make sure that the subjectmeans something to him. A long story Abeilit his sister'e day at -school willmean very little but the_story of the stiiirrel ha saw in-the park that even-ing may rivet_his attention. Even_if he does not understand everythingSay, he he_w,1 pick up the subject matter and_perhaps, the labels fOt thethings he learned while they were visible, like "squirrel" ro "nut ".

Overact. Use lots of geatUres and expression-s. Y6u can make your meaning muchclearer to the baby if you point to the- things you are talking about, indicatethe thing yoU want him to crawl over.and get, and generally "ham" you Mes-sage a bit. Babies with_vocal, outgoing parents often learn to understand anduse exclamation-a first of -all because they:hear them used over and over againand with exaggerated inflections and inflectious excitement: "Oh dear!" you maysay when he falls down and "Up you come!" as you lift him from his crib.
Try to-- understand your baby= -a=words or invented words. You will help to moti-vate him towards ever- increasing efforts at speech if you can make it clear tohim, by your reaction to his sounds, that you care what he says; that itmattersto understanding whether he_uses the right word or not; and thatsti will tr7 to understand any attempt at communication that he does make.Of course, this is a subtle message tj try to convey to a ten or eleven monthbaby, but cue general idea will- get across to him if he sees you taking thetrouble. For example, if he makes t sound and gestur-,; towards something whenhe is sittig in his high chair, you might look to Wh-re he is pointing; andlist for hiM all the things that yw, can see which he -sight have meant; If youthe right one his pleasure as he rcpeats his "own -word" will be immense.
If -you see him trawling around looking for something,:using a word (,uestion-ingly, join the hu. ior the nameless object. Once again, when it is_ found;the baby's pleasure in your understanding will repay the troubletou havetaken;

Help yo -b to- use those fev wordS in obviously useful situat4604,. If youare playing together and you_can bct:h See_Where the ball_has rolled to, ask himto -get it for you. When he crxls back with it you can confirm that he under-stood you correctly by thanking him, using the word again; "Good boy, yoU'Vebrought your ball". If you then play ball with him the whole transaction ofwords and actions will have an obvious and pleasurable point for him.

Don!tcorrect br_Oretend not to understand- "own- words ". Correcting him, or
trying to make hi-66 say the word again "properly", will only bore the baby: Hedoes not want to say the same thing_again better, he wants to say something
else now. )(Obi" corrections will not have any effect anyway because, as wehave seen, he is not imitating language but developing_it. His "awn-word"
will evolve Into something more correct in its own good time but not at yourcommand; If you pretend not to understand the baby unless he says something
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"properly", you are cheating him; He has communicated with you, Made_yriu
understand his meaning; He has thereforeused a piece of language. If you
refuse to ac!nowledL. ynowle&. it, ou_spoilthe flow of his language development.
He cannot instantly produce the "correct" word;because that word has not
evolved for him yet. His "own,word'is_the- best -that he has to offer.
Remember, too, that it is pleasure, affectionand_excitement that motivate
early speech. Refusing to hand him his bottle until he says "milk" inE_
Stead of "bah-boo" will make him frustrated and cross. You are more likely
to get tears than words.
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LEARNING LANGUAGE
One to Two and a Ha If

(Your Baby & Child - by Penelope Leach)

Toddlers cannot_really_join the human race until they can understated and
use language. Until that time they are part of a baby-race; needing to be
"talked to" with_special gestures; little words; lots of physical contact;
And until that time their needs and wants have to be guessed at too; He is
whining: What does he wutt.'' Is he tired? Hungry? Bored?

Once a_child can really understand and rise speech, you can discuss things
with him Things that are there to be seen like Oral naughty dog
stealing the chicken off the table; things that are not there bUt Will be,
like Jane who will soon be home from sLhool;thines that will never b
"there" in the sense of being visible like thunder or electricity or joy.

Understanding language

Language is for communiration;forpeople to talk with each other. It is

not just one person sylne word. A few separate words on their own are not
even very useful; as you will know if you have ever faced a foreign country
armed with a phrasebook. The book will toll you how to say "where is a hotel?'
but it cannot_ toll you to understand the answer.

Understanding language is far more important to your toddler than actually
speakin); if. Once he realty understands, he will ccumuniente with you. If

you try to teach him to imitate word-sounds betore he under.;tands their
meaning; you are treating him like A parrot, not a person.

Helping your chilt to , :evert. id langeagrl

As we have seen, a baby has an inbuilt interest in human voices with a natural
tendency to listen and to concentrate when someone is talking; You can build
on this as you did earlier.

Talk as much and as often as you can directly to the child. Look at him
while you talk. Let him see your face and your gestures.

Let the toddler sec what you mean, by matching what you do to_yhat you say.
"Off with your shirt" you say, taking it off over hi:; head; "N4W your ShoeS"
removing them.

Let the toddler see what you feel by matching what you say with your facial
expressions.: This is no age for teasing. If you give him a big hug while
saying "Who's mommy's )reat horrible grubby monster then?" you will confuse

Your face is saying "Who's ulommy'!. gorr,coos boy?"

help your child to realize that all talk !._communication, If you chat away t

yourself without waiting for :1 response or looking as l' ,11 want one; or if

vou Hone' 1 hot her t 0 nipasfer When he oi mot lot memhcr o lamily speaks to

von; lo h000d to lecl 111.1i w111 11r. All' pi.J oudS.

Don't have talk as background noise. If you like to have the radio on all

day, try to keep it to music unless you are actually listening. If you are

listening; let him see that you aru receiving meaningful communication from

the voice he cannot see.

t
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Alt ;is your toddler's interpret cc-. You Will iindit mitch easier to under-Stand his language thah strangers do and he will find '.t mucheaSier to
understand you and Other members or the lamily rlean to understand stranger!
H- he child

to=tinderstand_youroverall communiOntion: it does not matt(
whether he understands your exact words or not if you do game coOking; lEthe table; take off yOUr apron and theh hold out your hand to him saying;-"It's lunch time now ", he will

understand_that his lunch IS ready and willcome to his high chair. lie probably wOUld not have underStocd the words"lunch time now" if he had not had a ).l thoSe other cues to go with them. Hwill learn the meanings of -5ords themselVe through underStanding them,again and again, in helpful contexts.

UsingWird-9

As we have seen (see p. 264) babies' firr Wards .ire- almost al% ys labels;tfiv are names for people, animals or other thingss that re itriptirtnnt to th(Once babies have attached name inbel (6 a person or An animal or Iwo theyare likely to add a label for a favorite lbod. I1 will tiOt he n wood like"supper", produced out 01 hunger: Hunger will lend to Whining, not in/k.it will be a name for some treat food or lor :;omethine giving speeLAl emo-tional pleasure. "Bopple" and "Cookie" Are very usual ones.

Toddlers' attention often turns next lo theit own eifavorite for early naming. They have_novelty Valuthas only just been introdUted and they stay in Alesweaters or pants!

,tides are a first

fi:.st pair
e term do

Many children do not further than this before the middle of theirsecond ear. New words come very slowly at first, bring added; perhaps, ata rate of only one or two each month. But the Child is storing up under-of language and eventually, often at around twenty months, willburst out with a positiveSpate of new words. It is not unusual for a childwho says Only tcn words at eighteen months to be using two hundred by thesecond birthdY.

The new spate of words -will almost -all be- centered on the child himself. Heisimost interested in the things which are part of, or- concern him, andthese are:the things he choov,r.s to talk about._ He will learn the names forparts of his own body. He will find hig hairbrush and name it, avcrd hiswashcloth while naming it and escAp froM his crib, by name. When ebegih.to extend hiS words to things that hclony% (folide hig own hiime tilt'' -ill_stilt be things that are importnnt to Ii Ens. He mny lonrn to hntae th' trds_he enjoys feedihe with cruhu but lie Will not bother to speak of OR schoolthat is important to his sister!

Although these single weirds are all simple name - labels for fatailiar objectsthat the child can see, he uses them in in increasingly varied way ns hereadies himself for the_next stnge=of speech. You can help him along bypaying attention not -only to the word he ;;aye but the way he says itHe_may label the fishily pet "dog" and you acknowledge that he iteihdeeda dog, But next time he uses the word he puts nquestion mark after it"Dbit?" he says, watching him trot across the garden. Anewer the questionmark: tell him where the deg is going; He may even make moral judgementswith his single words. Watching the dog scratching in your flower bed he

1101
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may say "Dog" in tones of deep ; M.ikr te:zt you haveunderstood him by agreeing that rk doit wrong.

Using mot-t-hao one word :iv

Once he has acquired a good e011ectio of singlewordS and has learned touse_them with Varying intonations anti meaningsjyour toddler will move_onto_ the two-word stage without :irly prompt!Ing. Rut ,do not expect his firstphrases to be_grammatically correct. He adds a second word in order to_com-municatea fuller or more exact meaning, not in order to Speak More "prop,erly";_, He will not go from "ball" to_"the ball" because "they' adds nothingto_what he wants to say abouttheball. Instead he will say "John ball" or"more ball". Don't try to correct him. if you do; you will liMit his plea -sure -in communicating with you Try to make him feel that each new efforthe makes in this difficult business of talking igworthwhile._ When he says"ball" he may mean on of a number of things; but when tie says "John ball"it is much easier Co guess that he means "Ls this John's hall ?" of perhaps"Will John play ball?"

Two -word phrase rc make i t much (0 understand the toddler'S thoughtprocesses. You_ wilt !t. obit. (0 N. (01 example. thhtho is hijaming tobe_ableco think alloy. things which not actually visible. a he wandersaround the room Saying "TedY"; "Ted'?' you may guess that he iS thinkingabout his teddy bear, but once he wanders around saying_"Whet'e ed?" youwill know that he is searching_for it. You will be able to hear his earlyconcepts forming too. If he has been at the stage_where all animals were_called "Pussy" and ht:: now meets anAlsatiandog arid:says, in tones of doubt-hit amazementi"BIG pussy ?" you will know thtat while he still does not havea separate_wordfor dogs or for animals-that-are-not-cats,
he does have aClear concept of cats themselves and quite aware that this large dog doeSnot fit into it!

Sentences and_g_r_aMMer

Once he has egun to make tWo=word phrases your toddler will soon add an-other word or two and make sentences: Rut he will not do this by copying,the things he hears you say. his sentences will follow strictly cold imica-
tive and logical rules of grammar which will usually be quite_ different fromthe "correct" grammar of WhateVer language you happen to speak.

Don't try to correct your child's grammar. He will not alter what he says.tosuit your instructions, hilt your disNapprovai.wilIplithiM_Off. M, needs tofeet that any message he Cothaamicates is welcomed for itself, Su just ltrirmto him instead;

LI-sten to the order of the childwo-C4s. He rarely gets this wrong: If
he wants to tell his sister sh Is toughly he will say "naughty Jane".
But if he wants to tell you_that his :ii:;tor IN Ualightyi iit will shy"Anhe
haughty". If he wants to tell_you thhthv has seen A bus he will say "seebus", bet is he_wants you to come quickly to the Wie.-t and see the bus for
yourself, e will say "bus, see".
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Listen to the w:-/:-/efinelhi1d makes ilat ionSe*, Most Etvlish verbS arcmade into the past tense by adding a "d" sound. 'the toddler extends theride end says "b goed" and "1 corned".

Sometimes for good measure he adds the "d":sound to a verh that is al-ready in the past tense so thai he says "I wonted" or "she heened",

Lit-ten-to the way plurals are-Mede. Most English words_ are made pluralby adding an "s" or a "z" sound. The toddler extends thiS logically to allwords and sayl "sheeps" and "mouses ".

Listen to yi*r toddler using phrases as if they were all One word. Phraseswhich the toddler has understood for many months often seem like singlewords to him. When he comes 10 use them with another word, he cannot sep-arate the first_ two to get the grammar right. 14 has heard "pick up ";"put on" and"giVe_me" over and over again. Now he says "rick up it","put on them" and "give me it".

Learntng to get grammar right

A_toddler's early sentences aro his very own oriy,innl telegt.aphese, dev-eloped out of his desire to communicate interesting and exciting thingsrather than imitated from teaching Adults. Convincing evidenteof_thiscame from a small boy who was taken to see a football match. Thrilled bythe scene he said "see lots mans!" It. was the fir:It time he had everseen anything of thgt kind and he could not possibl2 have copied thesentence from adult speech; An adult would have communicated the same mes.!sage with the sentence: "F,ce what a lot 0( men". If you compare the sound~of the two sentences_ you_ will ftho :ha( tht.; have almost nothing in common.The little boy had thought up his sentence nll for himself.

Your child will speak his langeag:- av he will listen Cu you speaking yours,Your quick and underatafiding respollsc to th thin-.S he says will keep him
interestedincommunitatifig with you, while :kot. i:btte-ct speech keeps amodel in front of him Co Which he will gradual:; adapt hiS own. When herushed into the kitchen saying "Baba cry; quick!" you knOW that he means
his baby sister is crying and you should go to her at once. You chow that
you understand hie language but you answer in your own: "IS Jane crying?I'd better come and sec What's the matter."

If you insist on t[orreet_in, your toddler's telograpL, and making him
say things '%:-ropetly", you Will bore him ;Ind hold up Ii is innguage devel-opment. He is not interested in saying that same thing more correctly
he wsnts to say something new. Let him speak in his own Wrw and don't
pretend this you (10 not :inderStand him when you do.

If -you reply to your caddier only in hiS own "baby talk"; you also
holy i. his Isiagc.1:ge del;:iopmen? bemuse y;--3 ../11 not be providing him
kith i'.w things to say. "o along with letting_ him speak his way; make
?Lit ths' 4ou speck your too. Let ask you for a "goo'cie" it
thy?_ is 1:;13 woto for it; let him tall you that he ':as "e.,ted i:". Bo?
you .-.%tier tir,) a "cookie" and aSk h ii wheth?r he has "entqn it" vet AS
long a7 you etch undelsand oHl-t- and as lon ns yoe both

. ;

to each other, wil 5e Qe;.I.
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B. Referencel;

"RuleS of Talki" (Parts 1, 2, an:- 3); Bill Wilkerson Hearing and

Speech Center, NaShVill-c, Tenn.

Your -Baby and Child, by Penelope LeaCh.

Ski#H1 Mod 1, Thomas C. Clark and S-san Watkins.

Department of Cotmunicative Di-;orders, UMC 10, Utah State University,

Logan, Utah. 1975
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SESSION IV

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR. CHILD' S TALKING



AGENDA IV

15 Minutes - Introductions

5 Minutes Questions from pyc,.Lous sessions

10 ':..f,nutes Shoe Story and Er vclopedia Story

30 Minutes Chnd Communicati,,e Intents and.
Parent Reinforc',,ment

15 MinuteS Show "Rules of Talking" from slide
41 ..c) end.

Discuss helping children ',..se their
voice and improve their t,:aking.

30 Minutes - Child-talk (homework samples) and
parent-feedback discussion

15 Minutes Speecl. Development with charts



SESS, IV

HOW TD_IMPROW,YOUR CHILD'S TALKING

AGENDA
OBJECTIVES

MATERIALS/HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES t EVALUATION

Getting Further_Acquaint-

ed With Participants

In Class (15 min.)

4

Questions From Previous

Week (5 min.)

Sharing Anecdotes About

Shoe, Encyclopedia; &

Russian Translation

(10 min:)

The Child's Intent

(30-min.)

Reinforcing CoMmUhication

To get to know each

other better

2

To clarify information

already presented%

To be aware of time and

complixity needed to

acquire language

To be aware of th%

different_ways

young children trIli

to communicate

To be aware of differ7

ent_ways to reinforce

a child's communica-

tion intents

\

Communicative Intents

(Form U)

Infant and Child

Communication

(FOit V)

_Chalkboard and chalk

Chalk arid Chalkboard

Use list of communica=

tive intents on

chalkboard

1'

Tell somathini about you-

self that happened in

the last week

Presenter will tell

stories of Shoe,

Encyclopedia, & Russian

.Translation (See "Basic

Concepts" for Session

IV, p. 27) /

Invite audience partici-

pation in brainstorming

ways their child tries

to communicate

Guide discussion on "How

Many Ways Does Your

Child Communicate?"

List these on the

chalkboard

Participants will suggest

a parent strategy to

reinforce each communi-

scAiv_intent listed

on chalkboard

Guide diScussiOn on "What

should you do to re-

inforce your child's

COmiunicatiou?"

Record responses on

chalkboard

(;\

Compare participant

answers to hand -
4

out W.

Compare responses

to Form U

1.9Z



SESSION-IV

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR CHILD'S_ TALKING

(continue$

AGENDA

i

OBJECTIVES MATERIALS/HANDOUTS ACTIVITIES/PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Developing Expressive

Language (15 min.)

Hokework Samples of

Children Talking

(30 min.)

Speech Development

(15 min.)

To become aware of

different techniques

to promote expressive

language skills
,

j

To be aware of appro-

priate parent feed-

back in response to

child's talking

To become aware of

. normal speech develop-

ment and precision in

articulation

"Rules of Talking" (Form

0, use last 2 parts)

Carousel; slide

projector and tape

recorder (for "Rules

of Talking" slide

presentation,' slides

41- to end)

Language samples from

home

Speech Sounds (Form W)

Development of Speech

Elements (Forms X-1

and X-:2)

_ _

Show slides 41 through

the end and discuss

last, 2 parts of "Rules

of Talking".Give example

of how to use each rule

Participants read one

sample child,statement

ftom homework list and

breast-at adult

response using last 2

sections of "Rules of

Talking"

Use samples from all

participants

10

Discuss speech develop-

ment,using charts

(Forms W, X-1 & X-2)

4r
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HOW T(2 INPROVE-YOUR-CHILD'S TALKING
7

A. Basic Concepts

1. Afte; first hearing a new word it takes a long time before a child

A
can use that word with comprehension;

Ekample: Shoe..-Story (vocabulary)

One mother first introduced the word "shoe" when her baby was 9

months old. She noticed that the child was 27 months old before

using the word "shoe" with comprehension;

2. Constructing sentences is ayery creative process; It involves A'

much more than repetition.

Example: Encyclopedia Story (syntax)

Pick up any VOlume.of an encyclopedia. Randomly open it to any page

and point to a sentence. That particular sentence is so .tInique that

it will not appear any where else in that set of encyclopedias.

3. Coming up with the appropriate meaning of words is a complex process.

Example: Russian Translation (semantics)

Computers have not been developed, as of yet, to translate correctly

one language into another. When the English sentence, "The spirit is

willing but the flesh is weak", was fed into a computer; for a Russian

translation, the result was; "The vodka is good, but the Meat IS

rotten."

4. Young children use many different vo6alizations and behaviors in

attempting to communicate. It is important for parents to recognize

and respond to these communication attempts. Some ways children
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attempt to communicate and parents respond include the following:

An144:11§ AtteMpt Parent's Response

cry Pick up, hold; rock; feed

2. Smile Smile back; pat

3; Gesture Imitate, interpret; follow meaning

4; Reach Pick up, give something

5. Point, Labk indirection of pointing

6; Try to talk; babble,
vocalize

Ithitate, interpret, look pleased,
play V-6661 game

7. Pull 'Bend down

8. Grasp Give visual attention

.-
9; Gaze Gazing back

10. Facial expression Imitate, interpret

5. Language develops first. Precision in speech develops later.

3. References-

"Rules of Talking" (Parts 4 and 5); Bill Wilkerson Hearing and Speech

Center, Lhvillei...JPenn.

Ski*Hi Model, Thomas C. ClarlOrand Susan Watkins;

Department of Communicative Disorders, UMC 10, Utah State University;

Logan; Utah, 1975



Communicative Intents

infan or child may:.

try to talk

babble, yocalize

14

try to sign

or gesture

reach

T parents must respond to
t ese communicative intents

grits')



Infant and Child Communication

Why they communi ate

tO demand or get something

to control the actions of others

to establish a bond between parent an child

to Worm others of actions

How they communicate

gazing (early infancy)

inting and other gestures

vocalizations: cries, coos, grunts

facial expressions

I babblirig (uttering of meaningless sounds)

*ton (sentence-like strings of meaningless sounds or

hand motions used with intonation, rhythm and e

2



more ways to establish communication r

ween parent and child:

Turn-taking
The parent says something and then allows the child time

to respond . If the child does not respond, parents help.

Reinforcement
The parent rewards the child for his communication

attempts, immediately after these attempts.

The -parent may:

.e spoken praise Give an object Give non-spoken praise

From: SKI*HI, 1975
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SPEECH SOUNDS

As children gtow older, their_ability to produce the
more difficult sounds improves. The following list includes
an approximate age_in which children should be using a
sound correctly. (Regional dialects are not considered
speech problems. A standard (if there is one) seems to be
the Midwestern dialect.)

Don't expect your_child to use a specific sound before
the age mentioned in the list._ Remember, too, that of the
children, tested in the research on which the based,
25% did not make the sounds correctly at these ages.

Look over the list of sounds carefully. Become famil-
iar with how each one is made. When explaining to your child
how to make a particular sound, simplify your description.
Don't try to_rush a child's speech development; it will take
time Plad_on it: Don't pressure him_to perform beyond his
ability; If_he's not ready, wait a while. Always remember,
there is no exact time when a child must use a particular
sound correctly. Above all, learning_to mske_sounds and
using them in words should always be fun for both you and
him.

TEMPLIN SOUND DEVELOPMENT NORMS

Age- Sounds

3 mmmal, -npnn, ng, f, p,

4 )7, k, b, r

4 1/2 sass, sh, ch

6 t, v, 1, th (Without voice)

7 zzzz, zh, j; th, (With Voice)

wh

From: Teach Your Child To Talk

by D.Pushaw
Cebco Standard Publishing,1976

2



DEVEOPHENT OF SPEECH ELEYENTS

Age 2 Age 3 Age 4 Age 5

w.- water -w- flower

m- mouth comb

-m- hammer -n- penny

n- no -n spoon

h- hot g- girl

b- boy -g- wagon

baby k. cat

P' puppy k- cookie

'P' apple f- fish

d- dog -f knife

-d- dada t- teeth

Adapted f om the Laradon Ar

yea

ng- swinging

- ng ring

- r- carrot

light

-mp lamp

I- jump

coffee

s- Santa

iculation Scales

Age 6 Age 7

- d bed -1 bell

r- red big

sr car -t- letter

yellow at hat

.b bib ch. chair

-ch= kitchen fl- flying

- ch watch ti= there

eh- shoe -th- nothing

- sh fiah

th- thumb

Vase

thr. three

zipper

-:- scissor:

-8- Ohiitle

house

sk- school

1- slide

- th mouth at- stop

- sh- fishing on- now

Courtesy of Edmon ton, Villia. Child Language Fo

,Agi 8

Age

cage

-v stove

-th- brother

-z nose

- . measure

ndation, Denver.
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r.

THE-DEVELOPMENT-OF SPEECH

By Speech SOUndS

3 to 5 months Back open vowels: ah, uh

6 to 8 months Makes lip sounds:- . m, p, b

Begins front vowels: oo as in boo u as in foot

Begins making tongue sounds: 1 as in light

9 to 11 months Consistently produces lip-smacking sounds:

12 to 17 months Lip sound: w as in wow

Open sound: h as in hi

18 to 23 months Beginning to make: t,

24 to 29 months (M) AS in Mom

(b) as in hyP=hye

(w) as in we

(h) as in hOUSe

(p).as in= -potty

30 to 35 months (t) in toy or toot

(d) as in doggie

(n) as in no

36 to 47 months (k) as in tbOkie

(g) as in goo or good

(ng) as in beer ! bang.!

48 to 59 months (f) as in fun, rod&

60 to 60+ months (y) as in Bellow or zotxo

) as in valentine, give,

(s) as in sun, bus

( h) as in shoe; fifth

(dh) as in chair, watch

(1) as in look, ball

2


